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Abstract
An F -essential subgroup is called a pearl if it is either elementary abelian of
order p2 or non-abelian of order p3. In this paper we start the investigation
of fusion systems containing pearls: we determine a bound for the order of
p-groups containing pearls and we classify the saturated fusion systems on
p-groups containing pearls and having sectional rank at most 4.
Introduction
In finite group theory, the word fusion refers to the study of conjugacy
maps between subgroups of a group. This concept has been investigated
for over a century, probably starting with Burnside, and the modern way to
solve problems involving fusion is via the theory of fusion systems. Given
any finite group G, there is a natural construction of a saturated fusion
system on one of its Sylow p-subgroups S: this is the category with objects
the subgroups of S and with morphisms between subgroups P and Q of S
given by the set HomG(P,Q) of all the restrictions of conjugacy maps by
elements of G that map P into Q. In general, a saturated fusion system on
a p-group S is a category whose objects are the subgroups of S and whose
morphisms are the monomorphisms between subgroups which satisfy certain
axioms, motivated by conjugacy relations and first formulated in the nineties
by the representation theorist Puig (cf. [Pui06]). There are saturated fusion
systems which do not arise as fusion systems of a finite group G on one of
its Sylow p-subgroups; these fusion systems are called exotic. The Solomon
fusion systems Sol(pa) (predicted by Benson and studied by Levi and Oliver
in [LO02]) form the only known family of exotic simple fusion systems on
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2-groups. In contrast, for odd primes p, there is a plethora of exotic fusion
systems (see for example [RV04, Oli14, COS17, OR17]). The classification
results we prove in this paper lead us to the description of a new exotic fusion
system on a 7-group of order 75.
The starting point toward the classification of saturated fusion systems
is given by the Alperin-Goldschmidt Fusion Theorem [AO16, Theorem 1.19],
that guarantees that a saturated fusion system F on a p-group S is completely
determined by the F -automorphism group of S and by the F -automorphism
group of certain subgroups of S, that are called for this reason F-essential.
More precisely, if F is a saturated fusion system on a p-group S, then a
subgroup E of S is F -essential if
• E is F -centric: CS(Eα) ≤ Eα for every α ∈ HomF(E, S);
• E is fully normalized in F : |NS(E)| ≥ |NS(Eα)| for every α ∈ HomF(E, S);
• OutF(E) = AutF(E)/Inn(E) contains a strongly p-embedded sub-
group.
The smallest candidate for an F -essential subgroup is a group isomorphic
to the direct product Cp×Cp, since the outer automorphism group of a cyclic
group does not have strongly p-embedded subgroups. The smallest candidate
for a non-abelian F -essential subgroup is a non-abelian group of order p3
(that is isomorphic to the group p1+2+ when p is odd). The purpose of this
paper is to start the investigation of saturated fusion systems F containing
these small F -essential subgroups.
Definition 1. An F-pearl is an F -essential subgroup of S that is either
elementary abelian of order p2 or non-abelian of order p3.
When this does not lead to confusion, we will omit the F in front of the
name pearl.
Fusion systems containing pearls are far from being rare. Pearls appear in
the study of saturated fusion systems on p-groups having a maximal subgroup
that is abelian ([Oli14, COS17, OR17]). Pearls are also contained in many
of the saturated fusion systems on a Sylow p-subgroup of the group G2(p),
as proved in [PS16]; in particular the fusion system of the Monster group
on one of its Sylow 7-subgroups contains an abelian pearl. Many saturated
fusion systems on p-groups of small sectional rank contain pearls as well,
when p is odd. The rank of a finite group G is the minimum size of a
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generating set for G and a finite p-group S has sectional rank k if every
elementary abelian quotient P/Q of subgroups of S has order at most pk
(or equivalently if every subgroup of S has rank at most k). It turns out
that if p is an odd prime then every saturated fusion system F on a p-group
of sectional rank 2 satisfying Op(F) = 1 contains pearls ([DRV07, Theorem
1.1]). In particular the F -essential subgroups of all the exotic fusion systems
on the group 71+2+ are abelian pearls. In her PhD thesis ([Gra17]), the author
proved that if p ≥ 5, then every saturated fusion system F on a p-group
of sectional rank 3 satisfying Op(F) = 1 contains an F -essential subgroup
that is a pearl. Abelian pearls (and extraspecial pearls modulo their center)
are also the smallest example of soft subgroups, defined in [Hét84] as self-
centralizing abelian subgroups of a p-group having index p in their normalizer.
Finally pearls are related to the so calledQd(p)-groups (as defined in [Gla68]).
Indeed, suppose p is an odd prime, E is an abelian pearl and G is a model
for NF(E) (as defined in [AO16, Section 1.8]). Then NS(E) ∈ Sylp(G),
OutF(E) ∼= G/E and the group Op′(G) is a Qd(p)-group:
Op
′(G) = 〈NS(E)G〉 ∼= (Cp × Cp) : SL2(p).
Similarly, it can be shown (for example by [Win72]) that if p is an odd prime
and E is a non-abelian (and so extraspecial) pearl then
Op
′(G) = 〈NS(E)G〉 ∼= p1+2+ : SL2(p),
and we write Q˜d(p) to denote groups of this type. Fusion systems that do
not involve Qd(p) groups nor Q˜d(p) groups have been studied in [HSZ17]. In
such paper the authors also determine the finite simple groups that involve
either Qd(p) or Q˜d(p) groups (and so the finite simple groups that can realize
fusion systems containing pearls).
We start our analysis by showing that if S is a p-group of order pn and
F is a saturated fusion system on S containing a pearl, then S has maximal
nilpotency class, i.e. it has class n−1 (Lemma 1.5). This follows from the well
known fact that a p-group containing a self-centralizing elementary abelian
subgroup of order p2 has maximal nilpotency class ([Ber08, Proposition 1.8]).
There has been a lot of work on p-groups of maximal nilpotency class, aimed
to get a better understanding of their structure (see [Bla58], [Hup67, III.14],
[LGM02, Chapter 3]). One of the main properties of such p-groups is that
their upper and lower central series coincide (and they have maximal length).
We set Z1(S) = Z(S) and for i ≥ 2 we denote by γi(S) and Zi(S) the i-th
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member of the lower and upper central series of S, respectively (Definition
2.1). Also, if S is a p-group of maximal nilpotency class and order at least
p4, then it contains a characteristic maximal subgroup denoted γ1(S) (see
Definition 2.2) that plays an important role in the classification of fusion
systems containing pearls.
If p = 2 then Lemma 1.5 implies that every 2-group containing a pearl
is either dihedral or quasidihedral (also called semi-dihedral) or generalized
quaternion (result that can be deduced directly from [Har75, Theorems 1 and
2]). So the reduced fusion systems on 2-groups containing pearls are known
([Oli16, Theorem A]). For this reason we focus on the case in which p is an
odd prime. Note that if p is odd then every pearl has exponent p (the group
p1+2− cannot be F -essential) and if we denote by P(F) the set of F -pearls
then we have
P(F) = P(F)a ∪ P(F)e,
where P(F)a denotes the set of abelian F -pearls and P(F)e that of extraspe-
cial F -pearls.
Let F be a saturated fusion system on the p-group S containing a pearl,
for p odd. The main result of this paper is the characterization of the order
S with respect to its sectional rank.
Theorem A. Suppose that p is an odd prime, S is a p-group of sectional
rank k and F is a saturated fusion system on S such that P(F) 6= ∅. Then S
has maximal nilpotency class, p ≥ k and exactly one of the following holds:
1. |S| = pk+1 and S has a maximal subgroup M that is elementary abelian
(and if |S| ≥ p4 then M = γ1(S));
2. p = k + 1, |S| ≥ pp+1 and γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S));
3. k ≥ 3, k + 3 ≤ p ≤ 2k + 1 (with p = 2k + 1 only if P(F)e = ∅), S has
exponent p, γ1(S) is not abelian and pk+2 ≤ |S| ≤ pp−1.
The fact that S has sectional rank at most p is consistent with [GM10,
Theorem A], stating that if P is a p-group containing an elementary abelian
subgroup of order p2 that is not contained in any other elementary abelian
subgroup, then the elementary abelian subgroups of P have order at most
pp.
In case (1) of Theorem A the p-group S is uniquely determined up to
isomorphism: it is isomorphic to the semidirect product of an elementary
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abelian group of order pk (the subgroup γ1(S) for |S| ≥ p4) with a cyclic
group of order p acting on it as a single Jordan block.
If |S| = p3 then S ∼= p1+2+ (the group p1+2− is resistant by [Sta02, Theorem
4.2]) and F is among the fusion systems determined in [RV04]. Suppose
that |S| ≥ p4 and that the group γ1(S) is abelian. Then the reduced fusion
systems on S are among the ones studied in [Oli14] if γ1(S) is not F -essential,
in [COS17] if γ1(S) is F -essential and elementary abelian and in [OR17] if
γ1(S) is F -essential and not elementary, as might occur only in case (2) of
Theorem A. Therefore Theorem A says that if p is large enough then the
reduced fusion systems on p-groups containing pearls are known.
Corollary 1. Suppose that p is an odd prime, S is a p-group having sectional
rank k and F is a reduced fusion system on S such that P(F) 6= ∅. If
p > 2k+1 then S is uniquely determined up to isomorphism and F is known.
In this paper we focus mainly on the cases in which the subgroup γ1(S)
is not abelian.
Case (2) of Theorem A is the hardest to describe because in such case
there is no upper bound for the order of the p-group S. The investigation of
families of p-groups of sectional rank p−1 containing pearls will be the subject
of future research. Examples of fusion systems of this form are the saturated
fusion systems on 3-groups of maximal nilpotency class and sectional rank 2
classified in [DRV07].
As for case (3) of Theorem A, examples of saturated fusion systems con-
taining (abelian) pearls on a p-group S of order pp−1 are given in [PS15]
(recall that in this case we have p ≥ 7). In Lemma 3.7 we prove that if F is
a saturated fusion system on S containing a pearl E, then we can define a
saturated fusion subsystem of F on every subgroup of S properly containing
the pearl E. As a consequence, for every p ≥ 7, there are examples of sat-
urated fusion systems containing abelian pearls on a p-group S of order pa
for every 3 ≤ a ≤ p − 1 (and if a ≥ k + 2, where k is the sectional rank of
S, then we get examples of fusion systems satisfying the assumptions of case
(3) of Theorem A).
As an application of Theorem A, we determine the saturated fusion sys-
tems on p-groups containing pearls and having sectional rank at most 4. In
particular we find a new exotic simple fusion system on a 7-group having
sectional rank 3 and order 75.
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k p S Pearls Possible F -essential subgroups Saturated fusion systems
that aren’t pearls
2 p ≥ 3 S ∼= p1+2+ Cp × Cp none Classified in [RV04]
2 3 |S| = 3n ≥ 34 C3 × C3 or 31+2+ γ1(S) if n is odd and Classified in [DRV07]
γ1(S) ∼= C(n−1)/2 × C(n−1)/2
3 p ≥ 3 |S| = p4, S ∈ Sylp(Sp4(p)) Cp × Cp and/or p1+2+ γ1(S) ∼= Cp × Cp × Cp Classified in [Oli14] and [COS17]
S ∈ Sylp(Sp4(p)) if F is reduced
3 7 |S| = 75 C7 × C7 none There is a unique F (up to iso)
S ∼= SmallGroup(7^5,37) 1 F -class EF F = F (3,7) = 〈AutF(S),AutF(E)〉S
OutF(S) ∼= C6 OutF(E) ∼= SL2(7) simple and exotic (assuming CFSG)
4 p ≥ 5 |S| = p5 Cp × Cp and/or p1+2+ γ1(S) ∼= Cp × Cp × Cp × Cp Classified in [Oli14] and [COS17]
if F is reduced
4 5 |S| ≥ 56 C5 × C5 and/or 51+2+ γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S)) abelian Classified in [Oli14] and [OR17]
of exponent greater than 5 if F is reduced
4 5 |S| ≥ 56 C5 × C5 or 51+2+ γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S)) non-abelian ?
OutF(S) ∼= C4 OutF(E) ∼= SL2(5)
4 7 |S| = 76 C7 × C7 γ1(S) ∼= 71+4+ and CS(Z2(S)) Classified in [PS16]
S ∈ Syl7(G2(7))
4 7 |S| = 76 71+2+ none There is a unique F (up to iso)
S ∼= SmallGroup(7^6, 813) 1 F -class EF F = F (4,7) = 〈AutF(S),AutF(E)〉S
OutF(S) ∼= C6 OutF(E) ∼= SL2(7) O7(F) = Z(S) and F/Z(S) ∼= F (3,7)
Table 1: Saturated fusion systems containing pearls on p-groups of sectional rank at most
4, for p odd.
Theorem B. Suppose that p is an odd prime, S is a p-group having sectional
rank k ≤ 4 and F is a saturated fusion system on S such that P(F) 6= ∅.
Then F and S are as described in Table 1.
The case in which (k, p) = (4, 5) and γ1(S) is not abelian is not completed:
its study requires more work and will be the subject of future research. Us-
ing the computer software Magma we can check that there exist saturated
fusion systems containing abelian pearls on the 5-group stored in Magma as
SmallGroup(5^6, i) for every i ∈ {636, 639, 640, 641, 642}. These groups
are the only candidates for a 5-group S of sectional rank 4 and order 56
containing pearls and with no abelian maximal subgroups.
The existence of saturated fusion systems containing pearls on the group
stored in Magma as SmallGroup(7^5, 37) and on a Sylow 7-subgroup of
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G2(7) (that have sectional rank 3 and 4 respectively), shows that the bounds
k + 3 ≤ p ≤ 2k + 1 on p given in part (3) of Theorem A are best possible.
Theorem B (together with Lemma 3.7) implies that if F is a saturated
fusion system on a Sylow 7-subgroup S of the group G2(7) containing a
pearl E and M is a maximal subgroup of S containing E, then F contains a
saturated fusion subsystem E on M that has to be isomorphic to the fusion
system F (3,7) defined in Table 1. Thus we get
F (4,7)
O7(F (4,7))
∼= F (3,7) ∼= E ⊂ F . (1)
In particular the simple exotic fusion system F (3,7) is isomorphic to a sub-
system of the 7-fusion system of the Monster group, since the Monster group
and the group G2(7) have isomorphic Sylow 7-subgroups and the 7-fusion
system of the Monster group contains a pearl.
Theorem A can also be applied fixing the prime p and letting the sectional
rank k vary (recalling that 2 ≤ k ≤ p). If p = 3 then 2 ≤ k ≤ 3 and the
fusion systems containing pearls are classified in Theorem B:
Corollary 2. Let F be a saturated fusion system on a 3-group S and suppose
that P(F) 6= ∅. Then one of the following holds:
1. S ∼= 31+2+ and F is among the fusion systems classified in [RV04];
2. |S| ≥ 34, S has sectional rank 2 and F is among the fusion systems
classified in [DRV07];
3. S ∼= C3 o C3 and F , if reduced, is among the fusion systems classified
in [Oli14] and [COS17].
Similarly, if p = 5 then by Theorem A we conclude that either S has order
at most 56 and contains a maximal subgroup that is elementary abelian or
S has sectional rank 4. The case p = 7 is the first admitting examples
of saturated fusion systems containing pearls on p-groups as in case (3) of
Theorem A. In such situation we have 3 ≤ k ≤ 4 and by Theorem B we
conclude that either F = F (3,7), or F = F (4,7), or F is a saturated fusion
system on a Sylow 7-subgroup of G2(7), and these fusion systems are all
related (Equation (1)).
Organization of the paper. Throughout, all groups are finite groups.
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In Section 1 we prove some properties of F -essential subgroups, show-
ing in particular that p-groups containing pearls have maximal nilpotency
class (Lemma 1.5) and that F -essential subgroups having maximal nilpo-
tency class are pearls (Corollary 1.8). The more general properties of F -
essential subgroups, such as the study of the outer automorphism group of
the ones having rank at most 4, will be used in the characterization of the
F -essential subgroups that are not pearls, that is the subject of Section 5.
In Section 2 we state some background on p-groups having maximal nilpo-
tency class and we prove some results concerning the relation between the
order of such groups and their sectional rank, preparing the field for the proof
of Theorem A.
In Section 3 we study properties of pearls. We start recalling properties
of soft subgroups that apply to pearls. We use these in Theorem 3.6 to prove
that every pearl E is not properly contained in any F -essential subgroup of
S and so every automorphism in NAutF (E)(AutS(E)) is the restriction of an
F -automorphism of S. We close this section by proving a characterization of
the p-group S when the subgroup γ1(S) is extraspecial (Theorem 3.14) and
showing that if the group γ1(S) is not abelian then either all the pearls are
abelian or they are all extraspecial (Theorem 3.15).
Section 4 contains the proof of Theorem A and some results concerning
the simplicity of F , that will help in the proof of Theorem B to show that
the fusion system F (3,7) is simple.
In Section 5 we analyze the F -essential subgroups of p-groups of maximal
nilpotency class that are not pearls, in preparation for the proof of Theorem
B, that is presented in Section 6.
1. Preliminaries on Fusion Systems
Let p be a prime, let S be a p-group and let F be a saturated fusion
system on S. We refer to [AO16, Chapter 1] for definitions and notations
regarding the theory of fusion systems.
Let E be an F -essential subgroup of S. The fact that E is fully nor-
malized in F guarantees that AutS(E) ∈ Sylp(AutF(E)) and that E is re-
ceptive (see [AO16, Definition 1.2]); in particular every automorphism in
NAutF (E)(AutS(E)) is the restriction of an automorphism in AutF(NS(E)).
The assumption that OutF(E) has a strongly p-embedded subgroup implies
Op(OutF(E)) = 1 (or equivalently Op(AutF(E)) = Inn(E)). We start this
section by proving other properties of F -essential subgroups.
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Definition 1.1. If G is a group, we say that a morphism ϕ ∈ Aut(G)
stabilizes the series of subgroups G0 ≤ G1 ≤ · · · ≤ Gn = G if ϕ normalizes
each Gi and acts trivially on Gi/Gi−1 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Notation 1.2. If P is a p-group, we write Φ(P ) for the Frattini subgroup of
P .
Lemma 1.3. Let E ≤ S be a subgroup of S such that Op(AutF(E)) =
Inn(E). Consider the sequence of subgroups:
E0 ≤ E1 ≤ · · · ≤ En = E (2)
such that E0 ≤ Φ(E) and for every 0 ≤ i ≤ n the group Ei is normalized by
AutF(E). If ϕ ∈ AutF(E) stabilizes the series (2) then ϕ ∈ Inn(E).
Proof. By [Gor80, Corollary 5.3.3] the order of ϕ is a power of p. Note
that the set H of all the morphisms in AutF(E) stabilizing the series (2)
is a normal p-subgroup of AutF(E). Hence ϕ ∈ H ≤ Op(AutF(E)) and by
assumption we conclude ϕ ∈ Inn(E).
Lemma 1.4. Let E be an F-essential subgroup of S. Then
Φ(E) < [NS(E), E]Φ(E) < E.
Proof. If [NS(E), E] ≤ Φ(E) then the automorphism group AutS(E) ∼=
NS(E)/CS(E) centralizes the quotient E/Φ(E). Hence AutS(E) = Inn(E) by
Lemma 1.3 and NS(E)/CS(E) ∼= E/Z(E), contradicting the fact that E is F -
centric and proper in S. So Φ(E) < [NS(E), E]Φ(E). If [NS(E), E]Φ(E) = E
then [NS(E), E] = E, contradicting the fact that S is nilpotent. Thus
[NS(E), E]Φ(E) < E.
Lemma 1.5. Let E ≤ S be a pearl. Then every subgroup of S containing E
has maximal nilpotency class. In particular S has maximal nilpotency class.
Proof. Let P be a subgroup of S containing E. Since pearls have max-
imal nilpotency class, we may assume that E < P . Note that E is F -
centric, so CP (E) ≤ CS(E) ≤ E. If E ∼= Cp × Cp then P has maximal
nilpotency class by [Ber08, Proposition 1.8]. Suppose E ∼= p1+2+ . Then
Z(P ) = Z(E) = Φ(E) and |Z(P )| = p. Since E < P and [NS(E) : E] =
p, we deduce that NP (E) = NS(E). Let C = CP/Z(P )(E/Z(P )). Then
E/Z(P ) ≤ C ≤ NP (E)/Z(P ) = NS(E)/Z(P ). Suppose by contradiction
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that E/Z(P ) < C. Then C = NS(E)/Z(P ) = NS(E)/Φ(E), contradicting
the fact that Φ(E) < [NS(E), E]Φ(E) by Lemma 1.4. Therefore E/Z(P ) =
C = CP/Z(P )(E/Z(P )). Since E/Z(P ) ∼= Cp×Cp, the group P/Z(P ) has max-
imal nilpotency class by [Ber08, Proposition 1.8], and the fact that |Z(P )| = p
allows us to conclude that P has maximal nilpotency class.
As mentioned in the Introduction, the reduced fusion systems on 2-groups
of maximal nilpotency class are known ([Oli16, Theorem A]). For this reason,
from now on we assume that p is an odd prime.
By definition pearls have maximal nilpotency class. An application of
Lemma 1.3 shows that every F -essential subgroup having maximal nilpo-
tency class is a pearl.
Lemma 1.6. Let E ≤ S be an F-essential subgroup of S. Suppose there
exists a subgroup K of E such that
• K is normalized by AutF(E);
• E/K has maximal nilpotency class; and
• E < CNS(E)( K/(K ∩ Φ(E)) ).
Then E/K is isomorphic to either Cp × Cp or p1+2+ .
Remark 1.7. Note that [E,K] ≤ K ∩ [E,E] ≤ K ∩Φ(E), so we always have
E ≤ CNS(E)(K/(K ∩ Φ(E)). The third condition in Lemma 1.6 says that
there exists an element g ∈ NS(E) such that the conjugation map cg is not
an inner automorphism of E and acts trivially on K/(K ∩ Φ(E)). Note in
particular that this is true when K ≤ Φ(E).
Proof. Set E = E/K. Aiming for a contradiction, suppose |E| = pm > p3.
Let Zi be the preimage in E of Zi(E) for every i ≥ 1 and let C be the
preimage in E of CE(Z2(E)). Consider the following sequence of subgroups
of E:
K ∩ Φ(E) ≤ K < Z1 < Z2 < · · · < Zm−2 < C < E. (3)
All the subgroups in the sequence are normalized by AutF(E) (because K
is normalized by AutF(E)) and since E has maximal nilpotency class every
quotient of consecutive members of the sequence, except K/(K ∩Φ(E)), has
order p.
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Then CNS(E)(K/(K∩Φ(E))) stabilizes the sequence (3). Thus by Lemma
1.3 we get CNS(E)(K/(K ∩ Φ(E))) ≤ Inn(E), a contradiction.
Hence we have |E| ≤ p3. If |E| = p then Φ(E) ≤ K and CNS(E)( K/(K ∩
Φ(E)) ) stabilizes the sequence Φ(E) < K < E, giving again a contradiction
by Lemma 1.3. Thus p2 ≤ |E| ≤ p3.
Since E has maximal nilpotency class, then either E is abelian of order
p2 or E is extraspecial of order p3. Moreover E has exponent p, otherwise we
can consider the sequence K ∩Φ(E) ≤ K ≤ KΦ(E) < KΩ1(E) < E and we
get a contradiction by Lemma 1.3. Thus either E ∼= Cp×Cp or E ∼= p1+2+ .
A direct consequence of Lemma 1.6 applied with K = 1 is the following
Corollary 1.8. Let E ≤ S be an F-essential subgroup of S. If E has maxi-
mal nilpotency class then E is a pearl.
The next result is about the outer automorphism group of an F -essential
subgroup.
Lemma 1.9. Let E be an F-essential subgroup of S. Then OutF(E) acts
faithfully on E/Φ(E). In particular if E/Φ(E) has order pr then OutF(E)
is isomorphic to a subgroup of GLr(p).
Proof. By Lemma 1.3 we get CAutF (E)(E/Φ(E)) = Inn(E). Hence the group
OutF(E) ∼= AutF(E)/Inn(E) acts faithfully on E/Φ(E). Since E/Φ(E)
is elementary abelian ([Gor80, Theorem 5.1.3]) we have Aut(E/Φ(E)) ∼=
GLr(p), and we conclude.
The following theorem characterizes the automorphism group of F -essential
subgroups that have rank at most 3. When we write A ≤ OutF(E) ≤ B we
mean that OutF(E) is isomorphic to a subgroup of B and contains a sub-
group isomorphic to A.
Theorem 1.10. Let E ≤ S be an F-essential subgroup. If E has rank at
most 3 then one of the following holds:
1. |E/Φ(E)| = p2 and SL2(p) ≤ OutF(E) ≤ GL2(p);
2. |E/Φ(E)| = p3, the action of OutF(E) on E/Φ(E) is reducible and
SL2(p) ≤ OutF(E) ≤ GL2(p)×GL1(p);
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3. |E/Φ(E)| = p3, the action of OutF(E) on E/Φ(E) is irreducible and
the group Op′(OutF(E)) is isomorphic to one of the following groups:
(a) SL2(p);
(b) PSL2(p);
(c) the Frobenius group 13 : 3 with p = 3.
In particular [NS(E) : E] = p and every P ∈ EF is F-essential.
Proof. Set G = OutF(E). Let r be the rank of E. Then 2 ≤ r ≤ 3 and by
Lemma 1.9 the group G is isomorphic to a subgroup of GLr(p).
1. Suppose |E/Φ(E)| = p2. Thus the Sylow p-subgroups of G have or-
der at most p. Since G has a strongly p-embedded subgroup, we de-
duce that it contains at least two distinct Sylow p-subgroups. Hence
Op
′(G) ∼= SL2(p) ([Gor80, Theorem 2.8.4]). In particular the quotient
NS(E)/E ∼= OutS(E) has order p. Also, by Lemma 1.4 we deduce that
E/Φ(E) is a natural SL2(p)-module for Op
′(G) = 〈OutS(E)G〉.
2. Suppose |E/Φ(E)| = p3 and the action of G on E/Φ(E) is reducible.
Set V = E/Φ(E). Let U be a proper subgroup of V normalized by G.
Then U is normalized by Op′(G) and p ≤ |U | ≤ p2.
(a) Suppose |U | = p. Then [S, U ] = 1 for every Sylow p-subgroup
S of G. Thus [Op′(G), U ] = 1. So the subgroup COp′ (G)(V/U)
stabilizes the sequence 1 < U < V . Since G has a strongly p-
embedded subgroup we have Op(Op
′(G)) = 1 and so COp′ (V/U) =
1. Therefore Op′(G) ↪→ Aut(V/U) ∼= GL2(p) and so Op′(G) ∼=
SL2(p).
Let t ∈ Z(Op′(G)) be an involution. Then by coprime action we
get
V = [V, t]× CV (t).
Note that the subgroups [V, t] and CV (t) of V are normalized by
G. Also, U ≤ CV (t). If U 6= CV (t), then the quotients V/CV (t)
and CV (t)/U have dimension 1. In particular Op
′(G) stabilizes the
series 1 < U < CV (t) < V and we get a contradiction by Lemma
1.3. Hence U = CV (t), [V, t] has order p2 and V = [V, t]× U .
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(b) Suppose |U | = p2. Note that V can be seen as a 3-dimensional
vector space over GF(p) and the group G acts on the dual space
V ∗, that is a 3-dimensional vector space over GF(p) as well. Also,
since G normalizes U , it normalizes the subspace
U⊥ = {ϕ ∈ V ∗ | uϕ = 0 for every u ∈ U} ⊆ V ∗.
Note that U⊥ has dimension 1 = dim V − dimU . Thus G nor-
malizes a 1-dimensional subspace of a vector space of dimension
3. Hence, with an argument similar to the one used in part (a),
we can show that there exists a 2-dimensional subspace W ∗ of V ∗
normalized by G and such that V ∗ = U∗ ⊕ W ∗. In particular
the corresponding subspace W = (W ∗)⊥ of V is a 1-dimensional
subspace normalized by G and such that V = U ⊕W .
Since Op(G) = 1, there are unique subgroups U ∼= Cp×Cp andW ∼= Cp
of V that are normalized by G. Therefore G ≤ GL(U) × GL(W ) ∼=
GL2(p)×GL1(p).
3. Suppose |E/Φ(E)| = p3 and the action of G on E/Φ(E) is irreducible.
If 3 ≤ p ≤ 5 then we can prove the statement using the computer
software Magma. Suppose p ≥ 7. If the action of Op′(G) on E/Φ(E) is
reducible, then we can repeat the argument used in part (2) to conclude
that Op′(G) ∼= SL2(p).
Suppose the action of Op′(G) on E/Φ(E) is irreducible. Note that
Op
′(G) ≤ SL3(p) and K = Op′(G)Z(SL3(p))/Z(SL3(p)) is a subgroup
of PSL3(p) having a strongly p-embedded subgroup. Using the classifi-
cation of maximal subgroups of PSL3(p) appearing in [GLS98, Theorem
6.5.3] and the fact that p divides the order of K and Op(K) = 1, we
deduce that either K is isomorphic to a subgroup of PGL2(p) or p = 7
and K is isomorphic to a subgroup of PSL3(2) ∼= PSL2(7). By the
definition of K we conclude that K ∼= PSL2(p) for every p ≥ 7. Finally
note that the group PSL2(p) has a Schur multiplier of order 2 ([Hup67,
Satz V.25.7]) and |Z(SL3(p))| is either 1 or 3. Hence Op′(G) ∼= K.
Note that NS(E)/E ∼= OutS(E) ∈ Sylp(OutF(E)). Thus, what is proved
in all three cases implies [NS(E) : E] = p.
Suppose P ∈ EF . Then P is F -centric and OutF(P ) ∼= OutF(E) has
a strongly p-embedded subgroup. Since E is fully normalized and P is a
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proper subgroup of S we have |NS(E)| ≥ |NS(P )| > |P | = |E|. Since
[NS(E) : E] = p we deduce |NS(P )| = |NS(E)| and so P is fully normalized.
Therefore P is F -essential.
Theorem 1.10(1) applies to pearls.
Corollary 1.11. Let E ∈ P(F) be a pearl. Then OutF(E) ≤ GL2(p),
Op
′(OutF(E)) ∼= SL2(p), [NS(E) : E] = p and every subgroup of S that is
F-conjugate to E is a pearl.
As for F -essential subgroups E having rank 4, the fact that OutF(E) is
isomorphic to a subgroup of GL4(p) (Lemma 1.9) combined with [Sam14,
Theorems 6.4 and 6.9], prove the following.
Theorem 1.12. Let E be an F-essential subgroup of S having rank 4. Then
one of the following holds:
1. [NS(E) : E] = p;
2. NS(E)/E ∼= C9 and p = 3;
3. [NS(E) : E] = p2 and Op
′(OutF(E)/Op′(OutF(E))) ∼= PSL2(p2).
More information on the outer automorphism group of F -essential sub-
groups having index p in their normalizer is given by the next lemma.
Lemma 1.13. Let E be an F-essential subgroup of S. Suppose that NS(E) <
S, [NS(E) : E] = p and Φ(E)  NS(NS(E)). Then Op
′(OutF(E)) ∼= SL2(p)
and if we set E = E/Φ(E), then E/CE(Op
′(OutF(E))) is a natural SL2(p)-
module for Op′(OutF(E)).
Proof. Set N = NS(E) and take x ∈ NS(N)\N . Then N = EEx and by
assumption Φ(E) = Φ(E)x = Φ(Ex). Thus Ex/Φ(E) is abelian and so
(E ∩ Ex)/Φ(E) = Z(N/Φ(E)). Set N = N/Φ(E), E = E/Φ(E), G =
Op
′(OutF(E)) and A = OutS(E) ∼= N/E. Note that G acts faithfully on
E and both A/CA(E) ∼= A and E/CE(A) = E/Z(N) have order p. Hence
the group A is an offender for E in G, that is, A is a subgroup of G such
that CA(E) < A and |E/CE(A)| ≤ |A/CA(E)|. Since E is F -essential, the
group G has a strongly p-embedded subgroup. Hence by [Hen10, Theorem
5.6] we conclude that G ∼= SL2(p) and E/CE(G) is a natural SL2(p)-module
for G.
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2. On p-groups having maximal nilpotency class
We refer to [Hup67, III.14] and [LGM02, Chapter 3] for definition and
properties of p-groups of maximal nilpotency class. In this section we intro-
duce our notation, we state the facts that we are going to use the most and
we prove some new results.
Let p be an odd prime and let S be a p-group having maximal nilpotency
class and order |S| = pn ≥ p3.
Definition 2.1.
• Set γ2(S) = [S, S] and γi(S) = [γi−1(S), S] for every i ≥ 3.
• Set Z1(S) = Z(S) and for every i ≥ 2 let Zi(S) be the preimage in S of
Z(S/Zi−1(S)).
The groups γi(S) are the members of the lower central series of S and the
groups Zi(S) form the upper central series of S.
Since S has maximal nilpotency class we deduce that γn(S) = 1 and
Zn−1(S) = S. Also S/γ2(S) ∼= Cp × Cp and for every 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 we
have γi(S) = Zn−i(S) and [γi(S) : γi+1(S)] = p. If N is a normal subgroup
of S having order pi ≤ pn−2 then N = γn−i(S) = Zi(S) ([Hup67, Hilfssatz
III.14.2]).
Definition 2.2. If |S| ≥ p4 we write γ1(S) for the centralizer in S of the
quotient γ2(S)/γ4(S).
Note that γ1(S) is a maximal subgroup of S that is characteristic in S.
Also, γ2(S) < γ1(S) < S. In this sense the group γ1(S) completes the lower
central series of S.
Lemma 2.3. [Hup67, Hauptsatz III.14.6] Suppose |S| = pn ≥ p5. Then
γ1(S) = CS(γi(S)/γi+2(S)) for every 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 3.
Note that the group γ1(S) can equal CS(γn−2(S)/γn(S)) = CS(Z2(S)).
The next theorem tells us when this can happen.
Theorem 2.4. [LGM02, Corollary 3.2.7, Theorem 3.2.11, Theorem 3.3.5]
Suppose |S| = pn ≥ p4 and assume one of the following holds:
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1. n = 4; or
2. n > p+ 1; or
3. 5 ≤ n ≤ p+ 1 and n is odd.
Then γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S)).
Definition 2.5. Suppose |S| = pn ≥ p4. The degree of commutativity of S is
the largest integer l such that [γi(S), γj(S)] ≤ γi+j+l(S) for every 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n
if γ1(S) is not abelian, and it is equal to n− 3 if γ1(S) is abelian.
Theorem 2.6. [LGM02, Theorem 3.2.6] Let l be the degree of commutativity
of S. Then l ≥ 0 and
l ≥ 1⇔ γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S)).
The following theorem gives an upper bound for the order of S with
respect to the degree of commutativity of S.
Theorem 2.7. [LGM02, Theorem 3.4.11, Corollary 3.4.12] Suppose that
p ≥ 5 and |S| = pn and let l be the degree of commutativity of S. Then
1. n ≤ 2l + 2p− 4;
2. if i = d(2p− 5)/3e then the group γi(S) has nilpotency class at most 2;
3. the group [γ1(S), γ1(S), γ1(S)] has order at most p2p−8.
The power structure of the members of the lower central series of S is
also known.
Theorem 2.8. [LGM02, Proposition 3.3.2, Corollary 3.3.6] Suppose |S| =
pn ≥ p4. Then
• if n ≤ p+ 1 then γ2(S) has exponent p and Sp ≤ Z(S);
• if n > p + 1 then for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n − (p − 1) we have Ω1(γi(S)) =
Zp−1(S) and γi(S)p = γi+p−1(S).
Note that the previous theorem also implies that the group Zi(S) has
exponent p for every i ≤ min{p − 1, n − 2}. Also, the group Ω1(γ1(S)) has
exponent p (since it is generated by elements of order p and has order at
most pp−1).
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Corollary 2.9. Suppose |S| = pn > pp+1. Letm ∈ N be such that Ωm(γ1(S)) <
Ωm+1(γ1(S)) = γ1(S). Then
[Ωj(γ1(S)) : Ωj−1(γ1(S))] = pp−1 for every 2 ≤ j ≤ m and
[γ1(S) : Ωm(γ1(S))] ≤ pp−1.
Also, for every j ≤ m + 1 the quotient Ωj(γ1(S))/Ωj−1(γ1(S)) has exponent
p.
Since the members of the lower central series of S are the only normal sub-
groups of S contained in γ1(S), we get Ωj(γ1(S)) = γn−j(p−1)(S) = Zj(p−1)(S)
for every j ≤ m.
Proof. We prove the statement by induction on j ≤ m. If j = 1 then
Ω1(γ1(S)) = Zp−1(γ1(S)) has order pp−1 by Theorem 2.8. Assume that
[Ωj(γ1(S)) : Ωj−1(γ1(S))] = pp−1 and Ωj(γ1(S)) < γ1(S).
Suppose [S : Ωj(γ1(S))] ≥ pp+2. Then we can apply Theorem 2.8 to the
quotient S/Ωj(γ1(S)), that has maximal nilpotency class, and we conclude
that [Ωj+1(γ1(S)) : Ωj(γ1(S))] = pp−1. Since the quotient Ωj+1(γ1(S))/Ωj(γ1(S))
is generated by elements of order p and has order pp−1, we also deduce that
it has exponent p.
Suppose [S : Ωj(γ1(S))] ≤ pp+1. Thus Ωj+1(γ1(S))/Ωj(γ1(S)) has order
at most pp and it is generated by elements of order p. So the quotient
group Ωj+1(γ1(S))/Ωj(γ1(S)) has exponent p. By Theorem 2.8 we have
γ2(S) ≤ Ωj+1(γ1(S)) and γ1(S)p = γp(S). If [γ1(S) : Ωj(γ1(S))] ≤ pp−1
then γp(S) ≤ Ωj(γ1(S)) and so j = m. Assume [γ1(S) : Ωj(γ1(S))] = pp.
If Ωj+1(γ1(S)) = γ1(S) then γ1(S)/Ωj(γ1(S)) has exponent p, contradicting
the fact that γ1(S)p = γp(S)  Ωj(γ1(S)) = γp+1(S). Therefore γ2(S) =
Ωj+1(γ1(S)), [Ωj+1(γ1(S)) : Ωj(γ1(S))] = pp−1 and [γ1(S) : Ωj+1(γ1(S))] =
[γ1(S) : γ2(S)] = p ≤ pp−1.
Lemma 2.10. Suppose that |S| = pn > pp+1 and let l be the degree of
commutativity of S. Fix i ≥ 1 and consider the action of γi(S) on γ1(S) by
conjugation. If l ≥ (p− 1)− i then γi(S) stabilizes the series
1 = Ω0(γ1(S)) < Ω1(γ1(S)) < · · · < Ωm(γ1(S)) < Ωm+1(γ1(S)) = γ1(S).
Proof. By Corollary 2.9 we have [Ωj(γ1(S)) : Ωj−1(γ1(S))] ≤ pp−1 for every
1 ≤ j ≤ m + 1. In other words, if Ωj(γ1(S)) = γk(S) for some k ≥ 1,
then γk+(p−1)(S) ≤ Ωj−1(γ1(S)). Hence [γi(S),Ωj(γ1(S))] = [γi(S), γk(S)] ≤
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γi+k+l(S) ≤ γk+(p−1)(S) ≤ Ωj−1(γ1(S)). Thus γi(S) centralizes the quotient
Ωj(γ1(S))/Ωj−1(γ1(S)) for every 1 ≤ j ≤ m+ 1.
We now consider elements and subgroups of S not contained in γ1(S).
Lemma 2.11. Suppose |S| = pn and x ∈ S is not contained in γ1(S). Then
1. xp ∈ Z2(S) and if x /∈ CS(Z2(S)) then xp ∈ Z(S);
2. for every i ≥ 1, if si ∈ γi(S)\γi+1(S) and either x /∈ CS(Z2(S)) or
Z(S) ≤ 〈x, si〉, then γi(S) ≤ 〈x, si〉.
Proof.
1. Suppose xp 6= 1 and let 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 be such that xp ∈ γi(S)\γi+1(S).
So γi(S) = 〈xp〉γi+1(S). We want to prove that i ≥ n− 2. Note that
[γi(S), x] = [γi+1(S)〈xp〉, x] = [γi+1(S), x] ≤ [γi+1(S), S] = γi+2(S).
Hence x ∈ CS(γi(S)/γi+2(S)). Since x /∈ γ1(S) we deduce that i ≥ n−
2. So xp ∈ γn−2(S) = Z2(S). If x /∈ CS(Z2(S)) = CS(γn−2(S)/γn(S))
then we also have i ≥ n− 1 and xp ∈ γn−1(S) = Z(S).
2. Let i ≥ 1 and set sj+1 = [x, sj] ∈ γj+1(S) for i ≤ j ≤ n− 2. Since x is
not contained in γ1(S), the element x does not centralize γj(S)/γj+2(S)
for every j ≤ n− 3. So sj ∈ γj(S)\γj+1(S), and so γj(S) = γj+1(S)〈sj〉
for every j ≤ n−2. If x /∈ CS(Z2(S)) then 1 6= sn−1 = [x, sn−2] ∈ Z(S);
so Z(S) = 〈sn−1〉 ≤ 〈x, si〉. Thus in any case we have Z(S) ≤ 〈x, si〉
and γi(S) = 〈si, si+1, . . . , sn−2〉Z(S) ≤ 〈x, si〉.
Lemma 2.12. Suppose |S| = pn and let P be a proper subgroup of S of
order pm such that P is not contained in γ1(S). Suppose moreover that
either P  CS(Z2(S)) or Z(S) ≤ P . Then either |P | = p or Zm−1(S) ≤ P
and [P : Zm−1(S)] = p. Also
• if P  CS(Z2(S)) and |P | ≥ p2 then P has maximal nilpotency class;
• if P ≤ CS(Z2(S)) and |P | ≥ p3 then P/Z(S) has maximal nilpotency
class.
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Proof. Note that Pγ1(S) = S and [S : γ1(S)] = p, so [P : P ∩ γ1(S)] = p.
If P ∩ γ1(S) = 1 then |P | = p. Suppose there exists 1 6= z ∈ P ∩ γ1(S).
Then there exists i such that z ∈ γi(S)\γi+1(S). In other words γi(S) =
〈z〉γi+1(S).
1. Suppose P  CS(Z2(S)) and let x ∈ P be such that x is not contained
in γ1(S) nor CS(Z2(S)). Then by Lemma 2.11 we have γi(S) ≤ 〈z, x〉 ≤
P . Let j ∈ N be minimal such that γj(S) ≤ P . If y ∈ P\γj(S)
then y /∈ γ1(S) (otherwise y ∈ γk(S) for some k < j and γk(S) ≤ P
contradicting the minimality of j). So [P : γj(S)] = [S : γ1(S)] = p and
γj(S) = P ∩γ1(S). In particular |γj(S)| = pm−1 and so j = n− (m−1)
and γj(S) = Zm−1(S). Using the fact that x is in neither γ1(S) nor
CS(Z2(S)), we conclude that γk(P ) = γn−m+k(S) for every k ≥ 1 and
so P has maximal nilpotency class.
2. Suppose P ≤ CS(Z2(S)). The group S = S/Z(S) is a p-group of
maximal nilpotency class. Also, γi(S) = γi(S)/Z(S) for every i and
Z2(S) = Z3(S)/Z(S). Thus γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S)). By assumption Z(S) ≤
P so we can consider the group P = P/Z(S) ≤ S. Note that P is not
contained in γ1(S). So by part (1) we conclude that [P : γn−(m−1)(S)] =
p and either |P | = p or P has maximal nilpotency class.
Remark 2.13. If G is a group and N is a normal subgroup of G such that
G/N is cyclic then [G,G] = [G,N ] ([Bla58, Lemma 2.1]). This fact will
be used several times in this paper, especially applied with G = γi(S) and
N = γi+1(S) for i ≥ 1.
A direct consequence of Lemma 2.12 is the following.
Corollary 2.14. If |S| ≥ p4 then γ1(S) and CS(Z2(S)) are the only maximal
subgroups of S that do not have maximal nilpotency class.
Proof. Note that Z2(S) ≤ Z(CS(Z2(S))) and |Z2(S)| = p2, so CS(Z2(S)) does
not have maximal nilpotency class. By definition we have [γ1(S), γ1(S)] =
[γ1(S), γ2(S)] ≤ γ4(S) so [γ1(S) : [γ1(S), γ1(S)]] ≥ p3. Therefore γ1(S) does
not have maximal nilpotency class. Finally, if M is a maximal subgroup of
S distinct from γ1(S) and CS(Z2(S)), then by Lemma 2.12 the group M has
maximal nilpotency class.
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We now prove some results concerning the sectional rank of S.
Lemma 2.15. Suppose that S has sectional rank k ≥ 2 and order |S| = pk+1.
Then S has a maximal subgroup M that is elementary abelian. Furthermore,
if |S| ≥ p4 then M = γ1(S).
Proof. If |S| = p3 then S is extraspecial and so contains a maximal subgroup
that is elementary abelian. Suppose |S| ≥ p4. By assumption there exists a
subgroup M ≤ S having rank k. So either M = S or [S : M ] = p and M is
elementary abelian. IfM = S then, since S has rank 2, we deduce that k = 2
and |S| = p3, a contradiction. If M is a maximal subgroup of S, then M
contains γ2(S) and centralizes γ2(S)/γ4(S) (since M is abelian). Therefore
M = γ1(S).
Lemma 2.16. Suppose that S has sectional rank k ≥ 2 and order |S| = pn >
pp+1. Then k ≤ p− 1.
Proof. Aiming for a contradiction, suppose there exists a p-group S having
maximal nilpotency class, order larger than pp+1 and sectional rank k ≥ p.
We may assume that S is a minimal counterexample with respect to the
order. Thus if M is a p-group having maximal nilpotency class and order
smaller than |S| then either M has sectional rank at most p − 1 or M has
sectional rank p and order |M | = pp+1.
Since |S| > pp+1, by Theorem 2.8 we have γi(S)p = γi+p−1(S) for every 1 ≤
i ≤ n− p+ 1. In particular [γi(S) : γi(S)p] ≤ pp−1 for every i.
Let P ≤ S be a subgroup of S having rank k. Since |S| > pp+1 we have
γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S)) and by Lemma 2.12 every maximal subgroup of S distinct
from γ1(S) has maximal nilpotency class. Let M be a maximal subgroup of
S containing P .
Suppose M 6= γ1(S). Then by the minimality of S we deduce that k = p
and |M | = pp+1. Hence by Lemma 2.15 applied to M , either the group M is
extraspecial of order p3 or γ2(S) (= γ1(M)) is elementary abelian. In the first
case |S| = p4 ≤ pp+1 (since p is odd) and we reach a contradiction. In the
second case the group γ2(S) is elementary abelian of order pp, which again
is a contradiction ([γ2(S) : γ2(S)p] = pp−1). Note that we proved that every
maximal subgroup of S distinct from γ1(S) has sectional rank smaller than
k.
Therefore M = γ1(S) is the unique maximal subgroup of S containing
P . In particular P  γ2(S) and so γ1(S) = Pγ2(S). Let x ∈ γ1(S)\γ2(S).
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Then P = 〈x〉(γ2(S) ∩ P ). Note that Φ(γ2(S) ∩ P ) ≤ Φ(P ) and |(γ2(S) ∩
P )/Φ(γ2(S) ∩ P )| < pk, since γ2(S) ∩ P ≤ γ2(S) ≤ N for some maximal
subgroup N of S that is distinct from γ1(S). Hence
pk = [P : Φ(P )] = p[P ∩ γ2(S) : Φ(P )] ≤ p[P ∩ γ2(S) : Φ(P ∩ γ2(S))] < pk+1.
Thus the only possibility is Φ(P ) = Φ(γ2(S) ∩ P ). In particular Φ(P ) ≤
Φ(γ2(S)) and xp ∈ Φ(γ2(S)).
Note that the group γ1(S)/Φ(γ2(S)) has order at most pp ([γ2(S) : Φ(γ2(S))] ≤
[γ2(S) : γ2(S)p] = pp−1) and is therefore a regular p-group (as defined by P.
Hall). Also notice that γ1(S)/Φ(γ2(S)) = (〈x〉γ2(S))/Φ(γ2(S)) = Ω1(γ1(S)/Φ(γ2(S))).
So γ1(S)/Φ(γ2(S)) has exponent p and [γ1(S) : γ1(S)p] ≥ [γ1(S) : Φ(γ2(S))] =
pp, contradicting Theorem 2.8.
Therefore if |S| > pp+1 then k ≤ p− 1.
Corollary 2.17. Suppose that S has sectional rank k ≥ 2. Then p ≥ k, with
equality only if |S| = pk+1.
Proof. If |S| > pp+1 then by Lemma 2.16 we get k ≤ p − 1. If |S| ≤ pp+1
then, since |S| ≥ pk+1, we deduce that k + 1 ≤ p+ 1 and so k ≤ p.
Finally, if p = k we get pk+1 ≤ |S| ≤ pp+1 = pk+1 and so |S| = pk+1.
We now bound the order of S by a function of its sectional rank. Such
bound will be improved once we add the assumption of a saturated fusion
system defined on S containing pearls.
Theorem 2.18. Suppose that S has sectional rank k ≥ 2 and p ≥ k + 2.
Then |S| ≤ p2k, with strict inequality if γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S)).
Proof. Clearly the statement is true if |S| = p3, so suppose |S| ≥ p4.
1. Assume |S| = pn ≤ pp+1. Then for every 2 ≤ i ≤ n the group γi(S) has
exponent p by Theorem 2.8. By Theorem 2.6 the degree of commuta-
tivity of S is always non-negative, so [γdn/2e(S), γdn/2e(S)] ≤ γn(S) = 1.
Therefore the subgroup γdn/2e(S) is elementary abelian and by defini-
tion of sectional rank we get bn/2c ≤ k and so n ≤ 2k+1. In particular
we get [γk(S), γk(S)] = [γk(S), γk+1(S)] ≤ γ2k+1(S) = 1, so γk(S) is an
elementary abelian subgroup of order pn−k. Thus n ≤ 2k. Finally sup-
pose γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S)). Then S has positive degree of commutativity
(Theorem 2.6) and so [γk−1(S), γk−1(S)] = [γk−1(S), γk(S)] ≤ γ2k(S).
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If |S| = p2k, then γk−1(S) is an elementary abelian group of order
pk+1, contradicting the assumptions. Thus if γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S)) then
|S| < p2k.
2. Assume |S| = pn > pp+1. By Theorem 2.4 we have γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S)).
Thus by Theorem 2.6 we have [γi(S), γj(S)] ≤ γi+j+1(S) for every 1 ≤
i, j ≤ n. In particular
[γk−1(S), γk−1(S)] = [γk−1(S), γk(S)] ≤ γ2k(S).
Suppose by contradiction that n ≥ 2k. Then [γk−1(S) : γ2k(S)] = pk+1.
Since S has sectional rank k, we must have γ2k(S) < Φ(γk−1(S)) =
[γk−1(S), γk−1(S)]γk−1(S)p. Since [γk−1(S), γk−1(S)] ≤ γ2k(S), we must
have γ2k(S) < γk−1(S)p. By Lemma 2.8 either γk−1(S)p = 1 or γk−1(S)p =
γk+p−2(S). Therefore γ2k(S) < γk+p−2(S), implying that k+p−2 < 2k.
So p < k + 2, contradicting the assumption that p ≥ k + 2. Hence
|S| < p2k.
We conclude this section with a theorem about the automorphism group
of a p-group of maximal nilpotency class.
Theorem 2.19. Suppose that |S| = pn ≥ p4 and the group γ1(S) is neither
abelian nor extraspecial. Then Aut(S) ∼= P : H, where P ∈ Sylp(Aut(S)) and
H is isomorphic to a subgroup of Cp−1.
Notation 2.20. Let P ≤ S be a subgroup and let u, v ∈ S be elements. When
we write u ≡ v mod P we mean that u = vt for some t ∈ P . In particular
the expression u ≡ 1 mod P is equivalent to u ∈ P .
Proof. Since S has maximal nilpotency class and order at least p4, the quo-
tient S/Φ(S) = S/γ2(S) is elementary abelian of order p2. In particular the
group Aut(S)/CAut(S)(S/Φ(S)) is isomorphic to a subgroup H of GL2(p).
Moreover, the fact that the subgroup γ1(S) of S is characteristic in S implies
that for any s1 ∈ γ1(S)\Φ(S) we can find a basis B = {xΦ(S), s1Φ(S)} of
S/Φ(S) such that every element h of H expressed with respect to B is of the
form
h =
(
a 0
c b
)
,
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for some a, b ∈ GF(p)∗ and c ∈ GF(p). Since the group CAut(S)(S/Φ(S))
is a p-group, we deduce that Aut(S) has a unique, hence normal, Sylow
p-subgroup P .
Suppose there exists a morphism ϕ ∈ Aut(S) having order prime to p.
By Maschke’s Theorem there exists a maximal subgroup M/Φ(S) of S/Φ(S)
such that M 6= γ1(S) and M is normalized by ϕ. In other words we can
find a basis B = {xΦ(S), s1Φ(S)} of S/Φ(S), with s1 ∈ γ1(S)\Φ(S) and
x ∈M\Φ(S), such that
ϕC =
(
a 0
0 b
)
C with respect to the basis B,
for some a, b ∈ GF(p∗), where C = CAut(S)(S/Φ(S)).
We prove that b can be expressed as a power of a (modulo p). This implies
that Aut(S)/CP ∼=
{(
a 0
0 at
)
| a ∈ GF(p)∗, t ∈ N
}
≤ GL2(p), proving the
theorem.
Define
si = [x, si−1] for every 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 2 and
sn−1 =
[x, sn−2] if γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S))[s1, sn−2] otherwise
Since x /∈ γ1(S) we deduce γi(S) = 〈si〉γi+1(S) for every 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
The morphism ϕ acts on every quotient γi(S)/γi+1(S). We show by in-
duction on i that
siϕ ≡ sai−1bi mod γi+1(S) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2 and
sn−1ϕ =
sa
n−2b
n−1 if γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S))
sa
n−3b2
n−1 otherwise
(4)
If i = 1, then the identity (4) is true by definition of b. Assume 1 < i <
n− 2. Then by the inductive hypothesis we have
siϕ = [x, si−1]ϕ = [xau, sa
i−2b
i−1 v] for some u ∈ γ2(S), v ∈ γi(S).
Thus
siϕ ≡ [xa, sai−2bi−1 ] mod γi+1(S) ≡ sa
i−1b
i mod γi+1(S).
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The same argument works for i = n− 1 when γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S)).
If γ1(S) 6= CS(Z2(S)) and i = n− 1 then we have
sn−1ϕ = [s1, sn−2]ϕ = [sb1u, sa
n−3b
n−2 v] = sa
n−3b2
n−1 ,
for some u ∈ γ2(S) and v ∈ Z(S).
We can now show that b depends on a. By assumption γ1(S) is non-
abelian, so there exists i < j ≤ n − 2 such that [si, sj] 6= 1. Then [si, sj] ∈
γr(S)\γr+1(S) for some 1 ≤ r ≤ n−1. So [si, sj] = skr mod γr+1(S) for some
k ∈ GF(p).
Suppose γ1(S) 6= CS(Z2(S)). Then Z(S) = γn−1(S) = Z(γ1(S)). Since
γ1(S) is not extraspecial by assumption and γ1(S)p ≤ Z(S) by Theorems
2.4(3) and 2.8, we have γn−1(S) < [γ1(S), γ1(S)]. Thus if γ1(S) 6= CS(Z2(S))
we may assume r < n− 1.
Returning to the general case, the identity (4) implies
skrϕ = (srϕ)k ≡ sk(a
r−1b)
r mod γr+1(S).
On the other hand,
skrϕ = [si, sj]ϕ = [siϕ, sjϕ] ≡ [sa
i−1b
i , s
aj−1b
j ] mod γr+1(S)
≡ (skr)a
i+j−2b2 mod γr+1(S).
Hence
b ≡ ar+1−i−j mod p.
Remark 2.21. If the group γ1(S) is extraspecial, then the conclusion of The-
orem 2.19 is not true. As an example, if S is a Sylow p-subgroup of the
group G2(p), then S has maximal nilpotency class, the subgroup γ1(S) of S
is extraspecial and |Aut(S)| is divisible by (p− 1)2.
3. Properties of pearls
Let p be an odd prime, let S be a p-group and let F be a saturated fusion
system on S. Suppose E ∈ P(F) is a pearl. By the definition of pearl and
the fact that E is F -centric we deduce that either Φ(E) = 1 or Φ(E) =
Z(E) = Z(S) and in both cases the quotient E/Φ(E) is a self-centralizing
subgroup of S/Φ(E) having index p in its normalizer. In other words, the
group E/Φ(E) is a soft subgroup of S/Φ(E), as defined by Héthelyi.
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Definition 3.1. A subgroup A of a p-group P is said to be soft in P if
CP (A) = A and [NP (A) : A] = p.
Definition 3.2. Let Q be a proper subgroup of a finite p-group P . We
set N0(Q) = Q and Ni(Q) = NP (Ni−1(Q)) for every i ≥ 1. The sequence
N0(Q) < N1(Q) < · · · < Nm(Q) = P is called the normalizer tower of Q in
P . If [Ni(Q) : Ni−1(Q)] = p for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m then we say that Q has
maximal normalizer tower in P .
The next theorem describes some properties of soft subgroups, that are
in particular satisfied by the subgroup E/Φ(E) of S/Φ(E) whenever E is a
pearl of S.
Theorem 3.3. [Hét84, Lemma 2, Corollary 3][Hét90, Theorem 1, Lemma 1
and Corollary 6][BH97, Theorem 2.1] Let P be a p-group and let A be a soft
subgroup of P such that [P : A] = pm ≥ p2. Set
Hi =
Zi(Ni(A)) if 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1Z(N1(A))[P, P ] if i = m
Then
1. A has maximal normalizer tower in P and the members of such a tower
are the only subgroups of P containing A;
2. the group Ni(A) has nilpotency class i+ 1 for every i ≤ m− 1;
3. Hi ≤ Ni−1(A) and Hi is characteristic in Ni(A) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m;
4. [Hi+1 : Hi] = [Ni(A) : Hi+1] = [N0(A) : H1] = p for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m−1;
5. Ni(A)/Hi ∼= Cp × Cp for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m;
6. the members of the sequence
Z(N1(A)) = H1 < H2 < · · · < Hm−1 < Hm
are the only subgroups of Hm normalized by A that contain Z(N1(A));
7. if Q is a soft subgroup of P with [P : Q] ≥ p2, then Hm = Z(N1(Q))[P, P ];
8. if Q is a soft subgroup of P and Q ≤ Nm−1(A) then there exists g ∈ P
such that Qg = A.
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As a consequence, the subgroup Hm in Theorem 3.3 is characteristic in
P and any two soft subgroups contained in Nm−1(A) are P -conjugate.
We can now start to study properties of pearls.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose S has maximal nilpotency class and order |S| ≥ p4
and let E ≤ S be an F-essential subgroup of S. Then the following are
equivalent:
1. E is a pearl;
2. E is contained in neither γ1(S) nor CS(Z2(S));
3. there exists an element x ∈ S\CS(Z2(S)) of order p such that
either E = 〈x〉Z(S) or E = 〈x〉Z2(S);
Remark 3.5. Let E be a saturated fusion system on a p-group P containing
a unique index p abelian subgroup A and suppose that there are E-essential
subgroups of P distinct from A. Then by [Oli14, Lemma 2.3(a)] the E-
essential subgroups of P distinct from A are of the form 〈x〉Z(P ) or 〈x〉Z2(P )
for some x ∈ P\A. Also, if |Z(P )| = p then P has maximal nilpotency class
[Oli14, Lemma 2.3(b)] and by Lemma 3.4 we conclude that the E-essential
subgroups of P distinct from A are pearls.
Proof. From the assumption |S| ≥ p4 we deduce that Z2(S) < CS(Z2(S)). In
particular Z2(S) is not F -centric and so it is not a pearl.
(1⇒ 2) Suppose E is a pearl. Then by Lemma 1.5 and Corollary 2.14 we
conclude that the pearl E is contained in neither γ1(S) nor CS(Z2(S)).
(2⇒ 3) Suppose E is contained in neither γ1(S) nor CS(Z2(S)). By Lemma
2.12, we get that E has maximal nilpotency class and so E is a pearl
by Corollary 1.8. Lemma 2.12 also tells us that if |E| = pm then
[E : Zm−1(S)] = p. Thus there exists an element x ∈ S such that either
E = 〈x〉Z(S) ∼= Cp × Cp or E = 〈x〉Z2(S) ∼= p1+2+ . Note in particular
that x /∈ CS(Z2(S)) because E  CS(Z2(S)).
(3⇒ 1) Suppose statement 3 holds. Since S has maximal nilpotency class
we have Z(S) ∼= Cp and Z2(S) ∼= Cp × Cp. Thus either E has order p2
or E is non-abelian of order p3. Therefore E is a pearl.
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Theorem 3.6. Let E ∈ P(F) be a pearl with [S : E] = pm. Then E has
maximal normalizer tower in S, the members Ni(E) of such tower are the
only subgroups of S containing E and for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1 the group
Ni(E) is not F-essential and AutS(Ni(E))  AutF(Ni(E)). In particular
every morphism in NAutF (E)(AutS(E)) is the restriction of a morphism in
AutF(S) that normalizes each member of the normalizer tower.
Proof. As mentioned above the group E/Φ(E) is soft in S/Φ(E). Also,
Ni(E/Φ(E)) = Ni(E)/Φ(E). Hence by Theorem 3.3 the group E has max-
imal normalizer tower in S and the members of such tower are the only
subgroups of S containing E. By Lemma 1.5 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m the group
Ni(E) has maximal nilpotency class. In particular if either i ≥ 2 or i ≥ 1
and E is extraspecial, then Ni(E) is not F -essential by Corollary 1.8.
Note that for every i ≥ 1 the group Ni(E) is F -centric, since it contains
E. Also, for every i ≥ 1 and every α ∈ HomF(Ni(E), S) the group Eα is an
F -pearl by Corollary 1.11. In particular Eα has maximal normalizer tower
in S. Since F is saturated, this fact is enough to guarantee that for every
i ≥ 1 the group Ni(E) is fully normalized in F . In particular AutS(Ni(E)) ∈
Sylp(AutF(Ni(E))) for every i ≥ 1. By the definition of F -essential subgroup,
we deduce that if either i ≥ 2 or i ≥ 1 and E is extraspecial, then the group
OutF(Ni(E)) does not have a strongly p-embedded subgroup. Since E has
maximal normalizer tower in S, we have |OutS(Ni(E))| = p for 1 ≤ i ≤
m − 1. Thus if either i ≥ 2 or i ≥ 1 and E is extraspecial, then we must
have OutS(Ni(E))  OutF(Ni(E)) by [AKO11, Proposition A.7(b)] and so
AutS(Ni(E))  AutF(Ni(E)).
We now show that if E is abelian then N1(E) is not F -essential and
AutS(N1(E))  AutF(N1(E)). If N1(E) = S then there is nothing to
prove. Suppose N1(E) < S. Note that N1(E) ∼= p1+2+ . In particular N1(E)
has p + 1 maximal subgroups and at least p of them are conjugated to E
in N2(E). The group Φ(N2(E)) is a maximal subgroup of N1(E), since
[N2(E) : N1(E)] = p and N2(E) has maximal nilpotency class and so rank
2. However Φ(N2(E)) cannot be F -conjugated to E because Φ(N2(E)) 
N2(E) and E is fully normalized in F . Hence Φ(N2(E)) is normalized
by AutF(N1(E)). Since AutS(N1(E)) stabilizes the sequence of subgroups
Φ(N1(E)) < Φ(N2(E)) < N1(E), by [Gor80, Corollary 5.3.3] we deduce that
AutS(N1(E))  AutF(N1(E)). In particular OutF(N1(E)) does not contain
strongly p-embedded subgroups and so N1(E) is not F -essential.
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We finally show that every morphism in NAutF (E)(AutS(E)) is the re-
striction of a morphism in AutF(S) that normalizes each member of the
normalizer tower. Since E is fully normalized in F , it is receptive in F
([AO16, Proposition 1.10]) and so every morphism ϕ ∈ AutF(E) is the re-
striction of a morphism ϕ1 in HomF(Nϕ, S), where Nϕ = {x ∈ N1(E) |
ϕcxϕ
−1 ∈ AutS(E)} ([AO16, Definition 1.2]). If ϕ ∈ NAutF (E)(AutS(E)) then
Nϕ = N1(E) by definition. Since the morphism ϕ1 normalizes E, we also de-
duce that N1(E)ϕ1 = N1(E) and so ϕ1 ∈ AutF(N1(E)). Note that N1(E)
is fully normalized, and so receptive, and we showed that AutS(N1(E)) 
AutF(N1(E)). Hence Nϕ1 = N2(E) and we can repeat the argument. Such it-
eration works for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m−1. In other words, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m−1
there exists an automorphism ϕi+1 ∈ AutF(Ni+1(E)) such that ϕi+1|E = ϕ
and ϕi+1|Nj(E) = ϕj for every 1 ≤ j ≤ i. Therefore every morphism in
NAutF (E)(AutS(E)) is the restriction of a morphism in AutF(S) that normal-
izes each member of the normalizer tower.
If E ∈ P(F) then we can construct saturated fusion subsystems Ei of F
defined on Ni(E) and such that E ∈ P(Ei) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1.
Lemma 3.7. Let E ∈ P(F) be a pearl and let m be such that [S : E] =
pm. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1 let Ei be the smallest fusion subsystem of
F defined on Ni(E) such that AutEi(E) = AutF(E) and AutEi(Ni(E)) =
Inn(Ni(E))NAutF (Ni(E))(E). Then Ei is a saturated fusion subsystem of F
and E ∈ P(Ei).
Remark 3.8. Note that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1 we have
AutF(Ni(E)) = AutS(Ni(E))NAutF (Ni(E))(E).
Indeed for every i ≥ 1 the group Ni(E) has maximal nilpotency class by
Lemma 1.5 and the group AutF(Ni(E)) acts on Ni(E)/Φ(Ni(E)) ∼= Cp×Cp.
By Theorem 3.6 the pearl E has maximal normalizer tower in S and for
every i ≥ 1 we have AutS(Ni(E))  AutF(Ni(E)). In particular for every
1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1 the group AutS(Ni(E)) acts transitively on the conjugates
of Ni−1(E) contained in Ni(E) and by the Frattini Argument ([KS04, 3.1.4])
we get AutF(Ni(E)) = AutS(Ni(E))NAutF (Ni(E))(Ni−1(E)). Since this state-
ment is true for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, we conclude that AutF(Ni(E)) =
AutS(Ni(E))NAutF (Ni(E))(E).
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Proof. Fix 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1 and set N = Ni(E) and E = Ei. We only need
to prove that E is saturated. Set G = N: NOutF (N)(E), ∆ = AutF(E) and
K = OutG(E) = OutS(E)NOutF (N)(E). Hence G, E, ∆ and K satisfy the
assumptions of [BLO06, Proposition 5.1]. By definition, E is the smallest
fusion subsystem of F containing FN(G) and ∆, and so E is saturated.
Lemma 3.9. Let E,P ∈ P(F) be pearls and suppose that P /∈ EF . Let
ME and MP be the unique maximal subgroups of S containing E and P ,
respectively (whose uniqueness is guaranteed by Theorem 3.6). Then MP /∈
MFE (in particular MP 6= ME).
Proof. Assume by contradiction thatME = MPα for some α ∈ HomF(MP , S).
By Corollary 1.11 the group Pα is a pearl. Also, Pα ≤ MPα = ME and
Pα /∈ EF . Upon replacing P by Pα we can assume that ME = MP .
Suppose E ∼= P . Then Φ(E) = Φ(P ) and by Theorem 3.3(8) the groups
E and P are conjugated in S, contradicting the fact that P /∈ EF . Thus
E and P are not isomorphic and we can assume that E is abelian and P is
extraspecial. By Theorem 3.6 the group N1(E) is not F -essential so N1(E) 6=
P . Let i ≥ 2 be the smallest integer such that P ≤ Ni(E) (such i exists
because P ≤ ME). The maximal subgroups of Ni(E) are Zi+1(S), Ni−1(E)
and p−1 subgroups conjugated in S to Ni−1(E). Therefore there exists g ∈ S
such that P g ≤ Ni−1(E). Iterating this argument we get that there exists
g ∈ S such that P g = N1(E), contradicting the fact that P is F -essential.
Therefore ME 6= MPα for every α ∈ HomF(MP , S) and MP /∈MFE .
Definition 3.10. Let E ∈ P(F) be a pearl. Let λ ∈ GF(p)∗ be an element
of order p − 1. We denote by ϕλ the automorphism of S that normalizes E
and acts on E/Φ(E) as (
λ−1 0
0 λ
)
,
with respect to some basis {xΦ(E), zΦ(E)} of E/Φ(E), where 〈z〉 = Z(S) if
E is abelian and 〈z〉Φ(E) = Z2(S) otherwise.
We set ∆F(E) = {ϕλ ∈ AutF(S)|λ ∈ GF(p)∗ is an element of order p−1}.
Note that ∆F(E) is a subset of AutF(S) and Corollary 1.11 and Theorem
3.6 guarantee that ∆F(E) 6= ∅. Each automorphism ϕλ ∈ ∆F(E) normalizes
the members of the normalizer tower of E and the members of the lower
central series of S. The study of the action of the elements of ∆F(E) on the
subgroups of S is the key point of the proofs of Theorems A and B.
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Lemma 3.11. Let E ∈ P(F) be a pearl and let ϕλ ∈ ∆F(E). Then ϕλ
centralizes Φ(E).
Proof. If E is abelian then Φ(E) = 1 and there is nothing to prove. Suppose
E is extraspecial and Φ(E) = Z(S). Let x, z ∈ E\Φ(E) be such that xϕλ =
xλ
−1
u and zϕλ = zλv, for some u, v ∈ Φ(E) = Z(S). By properties of
commutators ([Gor80, Lemma 2.2.2]) and the fact that [x, z] ∈ [E,E] =
Φ(E) = Z(S) we get
[x, z]ϕλ = [xϕλ, zϕλ] = [xλ
−1
u, zλv] = [x, z].
Note that 〈[x, z]〉 = Φ(E) because E is not abelian. Therefore Φ(E) is
centralized by ϕλ.
Lemma 3.12. Suppose |S| = pn ≥ p4. Let E ∈ P(F) be a pearl and let
ϕλ ∈ ∆F(E). Then for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, and every si ∈ γi(S)\γi+1(S)
we have
siϕ ≡ saii mod γi(S)p with ai = λn−i−,
where  = 0 if E is abelian and  = 1 otherwise.
Proof. Let x ∈ E be such that x is contained in neither γ1(S) nor CS(Z2(S))
and xϕλ = xλ
−1
u for some u ∈ Φ(E) ≤ Z(S). Note that the existence of x
is guaranteed by Lemma 3.4 and the existence of ϕλ. Let s1 be an element
of γ1(S) not contained in γ2(S) and set si = [x, si−1] for every i ≥ 2. Since
x /∈ γ1(S) and x /∈ CS(Z2(S)) we deduce that γi(S) = 〈si〉γi+1(S) for every
i ≥ 1.
Set  = 0 if E is abelian and  = 1 otherwise. We first prove by downward
induction on i ≤ n− 1 that
siϕ ≡ saii mod γi+1(S), where ai = λn−i−.
Suppose i = n− 1. Note that sn−1 ∈ Z(S) and by definition of ϕλ if E is
abelian and Lemma 3.11 otherwise, we get
sn−1ϕλ = san−1n−1 where an−1 = λ1−.
Suppose the statement is true for 2 ≤ i+ 1 ≤ n− 1. Hence
si+1ϕλ ≡ sλn−(i+1)−i+1 mod γi+2(S). (5)
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Note that siϕλ = saii h for some ai ∈ GF(p)∗ and h ∈ γi+1(S). We have
[x, h] ∈ γi+2(S) and γi(S)/γi+2(S) ∼= Cp × Cp. Therefore
[x, si]ϕλ = [xλ
−1
u, saii h] ≡ [x, si]λ
−1ai ≡ sλ−1aii+1 mod γi+2(S). (6)
On the other hand, [x, si] = si+1, so comparing equations (5) and (6) we
get
sλ
n−(i+1)−
i+1 ≡ sλ
−1ai
i+1 mod γi+2(S).
Hence
siϕλ ≡ saii mod γi+1(S) with ai = λn−i−.
It remains to show that we have indeed siϕλ ≡ saii mod γi(S)p.
If i = n − 1 then the statement is true. Suppose i < n − 1. Then
γi(S)/γi+2(S) ∼= Cp × Cp and ϕλ normalizes γi+1(S)/γi+2(S). By Maschke’s
Theorem there exists a subgroup γi+2(S) < Vi < γi(S) such that Vi 6= γi+1(S)
and Vi/γi+2(S) is normalized by ϕλ. More precisely the action of ϕλ on
Vi/γi+2(S) is the same as the action on γi(S)/γi+1(S). Thus we can assume
siϕλ ≡ saii mod γi+2(S). If γi+2(S) = γi(S)p then we are done. Suppose
γi(S)p < γi+2(S). Since the quotient γi(S)/γi(S)p has exponent p, we de-
duce that Vi/γi+3(S) ∼= Cp × Cp. Hence by Maschke’s Theorem there exists
γi+3(S) < Vi+1 < Vi normalized by ϕλ and distinct from γi+2(S). Thus
siϕλ ≡ saii mod γi+3(S). We can iterate this process until we get siϕλ ≡ saii
mod γi(S)p.
The next result is a first application of Lemma 3.12.
Lemma 3.13. Suppose that p is an odd prime, S is a p-group having sectional
rank k and order at least p4 and F is a saturated fusion system on S such
that P(F) 6= ∅ (so S has maximal nilpotency class by Lemma 1.5). Then for
every i ≥ 1, if γi(S) has order at most pp−1 then γi(S) has exponent p. In
particular if |S| ≤ pp then S has exponent p.
Proof. Let E ∈ P(F) be a pearl, let ϕλ ∈ ∆F(E) and let  = 0 if E is abelian
and  = 1 otherwise. Aiming for a contradiction, suppose there exists i ≥ 1
such that the group γi(S) has order at most pp−1 and does not have exponent
p. By Lemma 2.8 we get |S| = pn ≤ pp, γi(S) = γ1(S) and γ1(S)p = Z(S).
Take x ∈ γ1(S)\γ2(S). Then by Lemma 3.12 we get
(xp)λ1− = (xp)ϕλ = (xϕλ)p = (xλ
n−1−
z)p,
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for some z ∈ Z(S) = γ1(S)p. Note that zp = 1 and since z commutes with x
we deduce (xp)λ1− = (xλn−1−)p. Note that γ1(S) is a regular group because
it has order at most pp−1, and we know by our assumption that γ2(S) has
exponent p because |S| ≤ pp. If xp = 1 then γ1(S) is generated by elements
of order p and so it has exponent p, contradicting the assumptions. Thus
xp 6= 1 and 1 ≡ n − 1 mod p − 1, that implies n ≡ 2 mod p − 1. However
3 ≤ n ≤ p, a contradiction. Thus the group γi(S) has exponent p.
Note that E  γ1(S) by Lemma 3.4, so S = Eγ1(S). If |S| ≤ pp then
|γ1(S)| ≤ pp−1 and S is a regular group (as defined by P. Hall) generated by
elements of order p. Therefore S has exponent p.
We proceed characterizing the case in which the group γ1(S) is extraspe-
cial.
Theorem 3.14. Let p be an odd prime, let S be a p-group and let F be a
saturated fusion system on S. If P(F) 6= ∅ then S has maximal nilpotency
class and the following are equivalent:
1. γ1(S) is extraspecial;
2. γ1(S) 6= CS(Z2(S));
3. P(F)a 6= ∅, |S| = pp−1 and γ1(S) is not abelian.
In particular, if any of the above conditions holds, then p ≥ 7 and S has
exponent p.
Proof. By Lemma 1.5 the group S has maximal nilpotency class. Let E ∈
P(F) be a pearl and let ϕλ ∈ ∆F(E).
(1⇒ 2) Suppose γ1(S) is extraspecial. Then Z(γ1(S)) = Z(S) so γ1(S) 6=
CS(Z2(S)).
(2⇒ 3) Suppose γ1(S) 6= CS(Z2(S)). Since γ1(S) does not centralize Z2(S),
it cannot be abelian. Let M be the unique maximal subgroup of S
containing E (whose uniqueness is guaranteed by Theorem 3.3(1)).
Then M 6= γ1(S) and M 6= CS(Z2) by Lemma 3.4. So the morphism
ϕλ normalizes the distinct groups γ1(S), CS(Z2(S)) and M . Since
S/γ2(S) ∼= Cp × Cp we deduce that ϕλ acts as a scalar on S/γ2(S).
If E ∼= p1+2+ then by Lemma 3.12 the morphism ϕλ acts on γ1(S)/γ2(S)
as raising to the power λn−2. Thus we need n− 2 ≡ −1 mod (p− 1),
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that is n ≡ 1 mod (p − 1). In particular n is odd, as p − 1 is even.
Therefore by Theorem 2.4 we conclude γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S)), contradict-
ing the assumptions. Hence we need E ∼= Cp × Cp. In this case, the
morphism ϕλ acts on γ1(S)/γ2(S) as raising to the power λn−1. So
n − 1 ≡ −1 mod (p − 1), that is n ≡ 0 mod (p − 1). So the group
S has order pα(p−1) for some α ∈ N. By Theorem 2.4 we also have
6 ≤ α(p− 1) ≤ p+ 1. Thus α = 1 and |S| = pp−1.
(3⇒ 1) Suppose P(F)a 6= ∅, |S| = pp−1 and γ1(S) is not abelian. Assume
E ∈ P(F)a and let si ∈ γi(S)\γi+1(S) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. We first
prove that [s1, si] = 1 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 3. Since |S| = pp−1, by
Lemma 3.13 we have γi(S)p = 1 for every i ≥ 1. Then by Lemma 3.12
we get siϕλ = sλ
−i
i for every i ≥ 1. Fix 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 3 and aiming
for a contradiction suppose that [s1, si] 6= 1. Note that [γ1(S), γi(S)] ≤
γi+2(S). Hence [s1, si] ∈ γk(S)\γk+1(S) for some i+ 2 ≤ k ≤ p− 2. By
properties of commutators we get
[s1, si]λ
−k = [s1, si]ϕλ = [sλ
−1
1 , s
λ−i
i ] = [s1, si]λ
−1−i
.
Hence k ≡ 1+i mod p−1, contradicting the fact that i+2 ≤ k ≤ p−2.
Therefore [s1, si] = 1 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 3.
If γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S)) then the same argument shows that [s1, sn−2] = 1
and so s1 ∈ Z(γ1(S)). Since Z(γ1(S)) = γi(S) for some i and s1 /∈ γ2(S)
we get γ1(S) = Z(γ1(S)), contradicting the assumption that γ1(S) is
not abelian. Hence γ1(S) 6= CS(Z2(S)) and so Z(γ1(S)) = Z(S).
Consider the group S/Z(S), which has maximal nilpotency class. Let
Z be the preimage in S of Z(γ1(S)/Z(S)). Then Z ≤ γ1(S) and Z  S,
so Z = γi(S) for some i. Also, s1 ∈ Z by what we proved above. Since
s1 /∈ γ2(S) we conclude Z = γ1(S). Therefore the group γ1(S)/Z(S) is
abelian. Hence [γ1(S), γ1(S)] = Z(S) = Z(γ1(S)) and since γ1(S) has
exponent p we get [γ1(S), γ1(S)] = Φ(γ1(S)). Thus γ1(S) is extraspe-
cial.
Suppose any of the above conditions holds. Since |S| = pp−1, Lemma 3.13
implies that S has exponent p. Since γ1(S) 6= CS(Z2(S)), by Lemma 2.4 we
need |S| ≥ p6, and so p ≥ 7.
We close this section proving that if the subgroup γ1(S) is not abelian
then the fusion system F contains only one type of pearls and the presence
of distinct F -classes of pearls gives information on the order of S.
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Theorem 3.15. Suppose that the group γ1(S) is not abelian. Then
either P(F) = P(F)a or P(F) = P(F)e.
If moreover γ1(S) is not extraspecial and E ∈ P(F) is a pearl then the
following hold:
1. OutF(S) = NOutF (S)(E) ∼= Cp−1 and OutF(E) ∼= SL2(p);
2. if |S| = pn and there exists an F-pearl P such that P /∈ EF then n ≡ 
mod (p− 1), where  = 0 if E is abelian and  = 1 otherwise.
Proof. Suppose the group γ1(S) is extraspecial. Then by Theorem 3.14 we
have P(F)a 6= ∅ and |S| = pp−1. Aiming for a contradiction, suppose there
exists an extraspecial pearl E ∈ P(F)e and let ϕλ ∈ ∆F(E). By Lemmas
3.11 and 3.12, the morphism ϕλ centralizes Z(S) = Φ(E) and acts as λ on
Z2(S)/Z(S) and as λ(p−1)−2 = λ−2 on γ1(S)/γ2(S). Take z ∈ Z2(S)\Z(S)
and x ∈ γ1(S)\γ2(S). Since S has exponent p we get
[x, z]ϕλ = [xλ
−2
, zλ] = [x, y]λ−1 .
Since λ−1 6≡ 1 mod p − 1, we deduce that [x, z] = 1 and so x ∈ CS(Z2(S)).
Thus γ1(S) = 〈x〉γ2(S) = CS(Z2(S)), contradicting the fact that Z(S) =
Z(γ1(S)). Therefore P(F)e = ∅ and P(F) = P(F)a.
Suppose γ1(S) is not extraspecial and |S| = pn. Then by Theorem 2.19
the group AutF(S) has order at most pn−1(p − 1). Let E ∈ P(F) be a
pearl. Since there exists some ϕλ ∈ ∆F(E) and OutF(E) is isomorphic to a
subgroup of GL2(p) (Corollary 1.11), the group NOutF (E)(OutS(E))/OutS(E)
is isomorphic to a subgroup of Cp−1 × Cp−1 containing 〈ϕλ|E〉 ∼= Cp−1. By
Lemma 3.6 we conclude that OutF(E) ∼= SL2(p) and
OutF(S) = NOutF (S)(E) = 〈ϕλ〉 ∼= Cp−1.
Suppose P ∈ P(F) is a pearl. We want to show that P is of the same
type of E. Clearly this holds if P ∈ EF . Assume P /∈ EF . Using what we
proved above, we have OutF(S) = NOutF (S)(P ). LetME andMP be maximal
subgroups of S containing E and P , respectively. By Lemma 3.9 the groups
ME and MP are uniquely determined and ME 6= MP . Also by Theorem 3.4
we have ME 6= γ1(S) 6= MP . Note that ME, MP and γ1(S) are maximal
subgroups of S normalized by AutF(S). Therefore AutF(S) acts as scalars
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on the quotient S/γ2(S) ∼= Cp×Cp. Let ϕλ ∈ ∆F(E) and ϕµ ∈ ∆(P ). Then
ϕλ acts on γ1(S)/γ2(S) as λn−1−E and on ME/γ2(S) as λ−1, where E is
equal to 0 if E is abelian and to 1 otherwise. Since the action is scalar we
need n− 1− E ≡ −1 mod (p− 1) and so n ≡ E mod (p− 1). Set P = 0
if P is abelian and P = 1 otherwise. Since ϕµ acts as scalar on S/γ2(S), we
also need n ≡ P mod (p − 1). In particular E = P and so E and P are
either both abelian or both extraspecial. We proved that n ≡ E mod (p−1)
and either P(F) = P(F)a or P(F) = P(F)e.
4. Proof of Theorem A and simplicity of F
In this section we prove Theorem A and we show that if F contains an
abelian pearl and the subgroup γ1(S) of S is neither abelian nor extraspecial
then Op(F) = 1. We also determine some sufficient conditions for F to be
simple.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that p is an odd prime, S is a p-group of sectional
rank k and F is a saturated fusion system on S such that P(F) 6= ∅. If
p > k + 1 then pk+1 ≤ |S| ≤ pp−1.
In particular if p = k + 2 then |S| = pk+1 = pp−1 and S has a maximal
subgroup that is elementary abelian of order pk.
Proof. Aiming for a contradiction, suppose that p > k + 1 and |S| = pn >
pp−1. Since n 6= p−1, by Theorem 3.14 we get γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S)). Thus The-
orem 2.6 implies [γ1(S), γj(S)] ≤ γj+2(S) for every j ≥ 2. Let E ∈ P(F) be a
pearl and let ϕλ ∈ ∆F(E). Then ϕλ acts on γn−(p−1)(S)/γn−(p−1)+1(S) as the
identity if E is abelian and raises the elements of γn−(p−1)(S)/γn−(p−1)+1(S) to
the power λ−1 otherwise. In particular if x ∈ γn−(p−1)(S)\γn−(p−1)+1(S) then
x commutes with every element of γn−(p−1)(S). Thus x ∈ Z(γn−(p−1)(S)) and
since the members of the lower central series of S are the only normal sub-
groups of S contained in γ2(S), we deduce that Z(γn−(p−1)(S)) = γn−(p−1)(S)
and γn−(p−1)(S) is abelian. Using the action of ϕλ we can also deduce
that γn−(p−1)(S) has exponent p and so it is elementary abelian. However
|γn−(p−1)(S)| = pp−1 > pk, contradicting the assumptions. Thus |S| ≤ pp−1.
Clearly if S has sectional rank k and contains a pearl then |S| ≥ pk+1. There-
fore if p > k + 1 then pk+1 ≤ |S| ≤ pp−1.
Suppose p = k + 2. Then |S| = pp−1 = pk+1 and we conclude by Lemma
2.15.
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Lemma 4.2. Suppose that p is an odd prime, S is a p-group of sectional
rank k ≥ 2 and F is a saturated fusion system on S such that P(F) 6= ∅. If
p ≥ 2k + 1 (with equality only if P(F)e 6= ∅) then |S| = pk+1.
Proof. Suppose p ≥ 2k+ 1. By Lemma 4.1 we have |S| ≤ pp−1. In particular
by Lemma 3.13, the group S has exponent p. Aiming for a contradiction,
assume that |S| = pn > pk+1. In particular we can consider the proper
subgroup γn−(k+1)(S) of S. We prove that γn−(k+1)(S) is abelian, and so
it is an elementary abelian subgroup of S of order pk+1, contradicting the
assumptions.
Let E ∈ P(F) be a pearl and let ϕλ ∈ ∆F(E). Set  = 0 if E is
abelian and  = 1 otherwise. Let x ∈ γn−(k+1)(S) be such that γn−(k+1)(S) =
〈x〉γn−k(S). Then by Lemma 3.12 we have
xϕλ = xλ
k+1−
.
Let y ∈ γn−k(S) be such that y ∈ γn−i(S)\γn−i+1(S) for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Then
yϕλ = yλ
i−
.
If [x, y] 6= 1 then [x, y] ∈ γn−j(S)\γn−(j−1)(S) for some j ≥ 1. In particular
we get
[x, y]λj− = [x, y]ϕλ = [xλ
k+1−
, yλ
i− ] ≡ [x, y]λk+1+i−2 mod γn−(j−1)(S).
Thus we need j ≡ k + 1 + i−  mod p− 1.
Note that γn−j(S) ≤ γn−k(S) so j ≤ k ≤ p − 2. By assumption we also
have
k + 1 + i−  ≤ 2k + 1−  ≤ p− 1
(indeed if p = 2k + 1 then P(F)e 6= ∅ and we can assume  = 1). Hence we
need j = k + 1 + i−  ≥ k + 1, that is a contradiction.
Therefore x commutes with y and since y was chosen arbitrarily we con-
clude that x ∈ Z(γn−(k+1)(S)). Since x /∈ γn−k(S) we deduce that γn−(k+1)(S)
is abelian, contradicting the fact that S has sectional rank k. Therefore if
p ≥ 2k + 1 (with equality only if P(F)e 6= ∅) then |S| = pk+1.
Proof of Theorem A. By Lemma 1.5 the group S has maximal nilpotency
class and by Corollary 2.17 we have p ≥ k.
If |S| = pk+1 then by Lemma 2.15 the p-group S has a maximal subgroup
M that is elementary abelian, and if |S| ≥ p4 then M = γ1(S).
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Suppose |S| 6= pk+1. Then by Corollary 2.17 and Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2
either p = k + 1 or k + 3 ≤ p ≤ 2k + 1 (with p = 2k + 1 only if P(F)e = ∅).
• If p = k + 1 then |S| ≥ pk+2 = pp+1 and by Theorem 3.14 we get
γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S)).
• Suppose k + 3 ≤ p ≤ 2k + 1 (with p = 2k + 1 only if P(F)e = ∅).
Then by Lemma 4.1 we get pk+2 ≤ |S| ≤ pp−1 and by Lemma 3.13 we
conclude that S has exponent p. In particular the group γ1(S) is not
abelian since it has exponent p and order at least pk+1 > pk. It remains
to show that k ≥ 3. If k = 2 then p = 5 and |S| = 54. In particular
the group CS(Z2(S)) is elementary abelian of order 53, contradicting
the fact that S has sectional rank 2. So we need k ≥ 3.
The next results study the simplicity of the fusion system F , intended as
in [AKO11, Definition I.6.1].
Theorem 4.3. Let p be an odd prime, let S be a p-group of order |S| =
pn ≥ p4 and let F be a saturated fusion system on S such that P(F) 6= ∅.
If F contains an abelian pearl then Op(F) = 1. Suppose moreover that the
subgroup γ1(S) of S is neither abelian nor extraspecial. Then
1. if there exists a unique F-conjugacy class of F-essential subgroups and
n 6≡ 1 mod (p− 1) then F is simple;
2. if S does not have sectional rank p− 1 and F = FS(G) for some finite
non-abelian simple group G, then G is not alternating nor sporadic.
Proof. Let E ∈ P(F)a be an abelian pearl. Note that Op(F) is a normal
subgroup of S that is contained in every F -essential subgroup of S ([AKO11,
Proposition I.4.5]). In particular Op(F) ≤ E. Since |S| ≥ p4, the group E
is not normal in S and so either Op(F) = Z(S) or Op(F) = 1. Since Z(S) is
not normalized by AutF(E), we deduce that Op(F) = 1.
1. Suppose that EF is the only F -conjugacy class of F -essential sub-
groups. Let E be a non-trivial normal subsystem of F (as defined in
[AKO11, Definition I.6.1]). We want to prove that E = F . Suppose
that E is defined on the subgroup P of S. Then P is strongly F -closed.
In particular P  S and Z(S) ≤ P . Since E = 〈Z(S)AutF (E)〉, we
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deduce that E ≤ P and so either P = S or P is the unique maximal
subgroup of S containing E. Also, by the Frattini condition in the
definition of normal subsystem ([AKO11, Definition I.6.1]) we deduce
that OutE(E) = OutF(E) ∼= SL2(p) (Theorem 3.15(1)). In particular
E and every F -conjugate of E contained in P are E-essential sub-
groups of P . Suppose P < S and let g ∈ S\P . The groups E and
Eg are E-essential subgroups of P and Eg /∈ EE . By Lemma 3.9 there
exist unique maximal subgroups M1 and M2 of P such that E ≤ M1,
Eg ≤M2 andM1 6= M2. Note that γ3(S) = [P, P ] ≤M1∩M2 andM1 6=
γ2(S) 6= M2. Let ϕλ ∈ ∆E(E) 6= ∅. We have OutE(P ) ≤ OutF(P ) =
OutS(P )NOutF (P )(E) (Remark 3.8) and NOutF (P )(E) ∼= Cp−1 (Theorem
3.15(1)). Therefore OutE(P ) = NOutE(P )(E) ∼= Cp−1. The same argu-
ment shows that OutE(P ) = NOutE(P )(Eg) and so the automorphism
ϕλ normalizes every maximal subgroup of P/γ3(S). Thus ϕλ acts as
scalars on P/γ3(S), i.e. it acts on both P/γ2(S) and γ2(S)/γ3(S) by
raising to the power λ−1. We can assume that ϕλ ∈ ∆F(E) and so it
acts on S as described by Lemma 3.12. In particular ϕλ acts as raising
to the power λ−1 on γ2(S)/γ3(S) if and only if n−2 ≡ −1 mod (p−1),
that is n ≡ 1 mod (p− 1) and contradicts the assumptions. Therefore
we get P = S. Note that EE = EF , OutE(E) ∼= OutF(E) ∼= SL2(p)
and OutE(S) ∼= OutF(S) (Theorem 3.15(1)). Since EF is the only F -
conjugacy class of F -essential subgroups of S, the Alperin-Goldschmidt
fusion theorem ([AKO11, Theroem I.3.5]) guarantees that F is com-
pletely determined by AutF(S) and AutF(E). Therefore E = F and
the fusion system F is simple.
2. By assumption the group γ1(S) is neither abelian nor extraspecial and
S does not have sectional rank p − 1. So by Theorem A we have
p5 ≤ |S| < pp−1 and S has exponent p. Since S is not abelian, the
group G is not abelian and if it is alternating then G = Alt(m) with
m ≥ p2, that implies |S| ≥ pp+1 and gives a contradiction. Also, there
is no sporadic group with a Sylow p-subgroup of order p5 ≤ |S| < pp−1
for any p.
Corollary 4.4. Let p be an odd prime, and let F be a saturated fusion system
on S such that P(F)a 6= ∅. Suppose p is as in part (3) of Theorem A and
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γ1(S) is not extraspecial. If all the F-essential subgroups of S are pearls then
F is simple.
Proof. By assumption S has exponent p and pk+2 ≤ |S| ≤ pp−1, where k is
the sectional rank of S. In particular the group γ1(S) is not abelian. Since
the group γ1(S) is not extraspecial, by Theorem 3.14 we get |S| < pp−1.
Therefore Theorem 3.15(2) implies that there is a unique F -conjugacy class
of pearls. Since all the F -essentials subgroups of S are pearls, we conclude
by Theorem 4.3(1) that F is simple.
5. Essential subgroups of p-groups of maximal nilpotency class
Let p be an odd prime and let S be a p-group having maximal nilpotency
class and order |S| = pn ≥ p4. Let E be an F -essential subgroup of S. Then
by Lemma 3.4 either E is a pearl or E is contained in γ1(S) or CS(Z2(S)).
In this section we focus on F -essential subgroups of S that are not pearls.
First notice that if γ1(S) is abelian then none of its proper subgroups can
be F -essential, since F -essential subgroups are F -centric.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that the group γ1(S) is extraspecial. Then no proper
subgroup of γ1(S) is F-essential.
Proof. Aiming for a contradiction, suppose there exists a subgroup E <
γ1(S) that is F -essential. Note that Φ(γ1(S)) = Z(γ1(S)) = Z(S) ≤ E,
since E is F -centric. Thus E  γ1(S) and by Lemma 1.4 we get that E is
elementary abelian. Since γ1(S) is extraspecial of order pn−1, this implies
|E| ≤ pn/2. In particular the quotient γ1(S)/E is elementary abelian of order
[γ1(S) : E] ≥ p(n−2)/2. On the other hand, [Sam14, Theorem 6.9] implies
that [γ1(S) : E] ≤ pn/4. Thus n = 4 and γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S)) is abelian by
Theorem 2.4, contradicting the fact that γ1(S) is extraspecial.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that |S| > pp+1 and let l be the degree of commutativity
of S. Let E ≤ S be an F-essential subgroup and suppose that E ≤ γ1(S).
Fix 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. If γi(S)  E then l ≤ (p − 2) − i and |S| ≤ pr where
r = 4(p− 2)− 2i.
Proof. Consider the following sequence of characteristic subgroups of E:
1 < Ω1(E) ≤ · · · ≤ Ωm(E) = E. (7)
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By Corollary 2.9, for every j ≤ m we have Ωj(E) = E ∩Ωj(γ1(S)). Suppose
γi(S)  E. In particular E < N = Nγi(S)E(E) and so OutN(E) ∼= N/E 6= 1.
Assume by contradiction that l ≥ (p−1)−i. Then by Lemma 2.10 the group
Nγi(S)(E) stabilizes the series (7). Hence by Lemma 1.3 we get AutN(E) =
Inn(E), that is a contradiction. Thus we need l ≤ (p− 2)− i. The bound on
the order of S follows from Theorem 2.7(1).
The previous lemma will be useful to prove Theorem B.
Lemma 5.3. Suppose that |S| ≥ p4 and γ1(S) 6= CS(Z2(S)). Let E ≤ S
be an F-essential subgroup contained in CS(Z2(S)) but not in γ1(S). Then
p3 ≤ |E| ≤ p5, E has exponent p and one of the following holds:
1. E ∼= Cp × Cp × Cp; or
2. E ∼= Cp × p1+2+ and Z(E) = Z2(S); or
3. E/Z2(S) ∼= p1+2+ and Z(S) is not normalized by AutF(E).
In particular if E = CS(Z2(S)) then E/Z2(S) ∼= p1+2+ , Z3(S) = Φ(E) and
|S| = p6.
Proof. Note that Z2(S) < E because E is F -centric and Z2(S) is not F -
essential, so |E| ≥ p3. Suppose |E| = p3. Then E is abelian. If it is
not elementary abelian then the series 1 < Ep < Ω1(E) < E is stabilized
by NS(E), contradicting Lemma 1.3. Thus E is elementary abelian, E ∼=
Cp × Cp × Cp. Also note that E < CS(Z2(S)) otherwise CS(Z2(S)) = γ1(S),
contradicting the assumptions.
Suppose |E| ≥ p4. Then by Lemma 2.12 the quotient E/Z(S) has maxi-
mal nilpotency class and Z3(S) ≤ E. In particular, since E  γ1(S), we have
[E,Z3(S)]Z(S) = Z2(S) and Z2(S) = Z(E) (so E is not abelian).
If Z(S) is normalized by AutF(E) then by Lemma 1.6 we conclude E/Z(S) ∼=
p1+2+ . In particular |E| = p4 and by Theorem 2.4 we deduce that E <
CS(Z2(S)). Suppose Z(S) is not normalized by AutF(E). Note that the
quotient E/Z2(S) has maximal nilpotency class and Z2(S) is normalized by
AutF(E).
If E < CS(Z2(S)) then E < N = NCS(Z2(S))(E) and N centralizes Z2(S).
Therefore by Lemma 1.6 we conclude that E/Z2(S) is isomorphic to either
Cp × Cp or p1+2+ .
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Suppose that E = CS(Z2(S)). Since the members of the lower central
series of S are the only normal subgroups of S of index greater than p in S,
we deduce that [E,Z3(S)] = Z2(S). In particular Z2(S) ≤ Φ(E). Hence by
Lemma 1.6 we get E/Z2(S) ∼= p1+2+ . In particular |E| = p5, Z3(S) = Φ(E)
and |S| = p6.
We now show that if p4 ≤ |E| ≤ p5 then E has exponent p. Note that the
assumption γ1(S) 6= CS(Z2(S)) implies p ≥ 5 (by Theorem 2.4). In particular
E is a regular group and so every element of Ω1(E) has order p. Suppose for
a contradiction that E does not have exponent p. Then Ω1(E) < E. Thus
by Lemma 2.8, either |E| = p4 and Ω1(E) = Z3(S) or |E| = p5 and Ω1(E) =
Z4(S). If |E| = p4 then |[E,E]| = p (because [E : Z(E)] = p2) and so the
series 1 < [E,E] < Z(E) < Ω1(E) < E is stabilized by NS(E), contradicting
Lemma 1.3. If |E| = p5 then E/Z2(S) ∼= p1+2+ and so Z3(S) = Z2(S)Φ(E) =
Z(E)Φ(E). Thus the series Z2(S) ∩ Φ(E) ≤ Z2(S) < Z2(S)Φ(E) < Ω1(E) <
E is stabilized by NS(E), and again we get a contradiction by Lemma 1.3.
Thus E has exponent p. In particular if |E| = p4 then E ∼= Cp × p1+2+ .
We conclude characterizing the F -essential subgroups of S when the
group γ1(S) is extraspecial.
Theorem 5.4. Suppose that p is an odd prime, F is a saturated fusion
system on a p-group S and P(F) 6= ∅ (so S has maximal nilpotency class).
Suppose that γ1(S) is extraspecial and let E be the set of F-essential subgroups
of S. Then p ≥ 7, S has order pp−1 and exponent p and
E ⊆ {γ1(S)} ∪ P(F)a ∪ {E ≤ CS(Z2(S)) | E  γ1(S) and p3 ≤ |E| ≤ p5}.
If moreover p = 7 then S is isomorphic to a Sylow 7-subgroup of the group
G2(7) (and this is always the case when CS(Z2(S)) is F-essential).
Proof. By assumption P(F) 6= ∅ and γ1(S) is extraspecial. Hence by Theo-
rems 3.14 and 3.15 we have P(F) = P(F)a, p ≥ 7, and S has order pp−1 and
exponent p.
Let E ≤ S be an F -essential subgroup. By Lemmas 3.4, 5.1 and 5.3 one
of the following holds:
• E ∈ P(F)a;
• E = γ1(S);
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• E ≤ CS(Z2(S)), E  γ1(S), p3 ≤ |E| ≤ p5 and if E = CS(Z2(S)) then
|S| = p6.
Note that if E = CS(Z2(S)) then the fact that |S| = pp−1 implies p = 7.
Finally, one can show using the computer software Magma that there
exists a unique (up to isomorphism) group P having order 76, nilpotency class
5, exponent 7 and a maximal subgroup that is extraspecial (P is isomorphic
to the group listed in the SmallGroups library as SmallGroup(7^6, 807)).
Also such P is isomorphic to a Sylow 7-subgroup of the group G2(7). Thus
if p = 7 then S is isomorphic to a Sylow 7-subgroup of the group G2(7).
Fusion systems on Sylow p-subgroups of the group G2(p) have been classi-
fied in [PS16]. More generally, fusion systems on p-groups having a maximal
subgroup that is extraspecial are the subject of study of Moragues-Moncho
([MM18]).
6. Fusion systems on p-groups of small sectional rank containing
pearls
Let p be an odd prime, let S be a p-group having sectional rank k ≤ 4 and
let F be a saturated fusion system on S such that P(F) 6= ∅. In particular
S has maximal nilpotency class (Lemma 1.5).
Lemma 6.1. One of the following holds:
1. |S| = pk+1;
2. (k, p) = (2, 3) or (k, p) = (4, 5), |S| ≥ pp+1 and γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S));
3. 3 ≤ k ≤ 4, p = 7, S has exponent 7 and
(a) if k = 3 then |S| = 75;
(b) if k = 4 then |S| = 76 and if P(F)a 6= ∅ then S is isomorphic to
a Sylow 7-subgroup of the group G2(7).
Proof. By Theorem A, we only need to prove statements 3(a) and 3(b).
(a) Suppose k = 3. Then by Theorem A we have 75 ≤ |S| ≤ 76, with
|S| = 76 only if P(F)e = ∅. Aiming for a contradiction, assume |S| = 76.
Then by Theorem 3.14 the group γ1(S) is extraspecial (note that it is not
abelian because S has exponent 7 and sectional rank 3). In particular the
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quotient γ1(S)/Φ(γ1(S)) = γ1(S)/Z(S) is an elementary abelian section
of S having order 74, contradicting the fact that k = 3. Thus we need
|S| = 75.
(b) Suppose k = 4. Then by Theorem A we have |S| = 76. If P(F)a 6= ∅
then the group γ1(S) is extraspecial by Theorem 3.14 and by Theorem
5.4 the group S is isomorphic to a Sylow 7-subgroup of the group G2(7).
If k = 2 and |S| = p3 then S ∼= p1+2+ by [Sta02, Theorem 4.2] and the
saturated fusion systems on S have been classified in [RV04]. If (k, p) = (2, 3)
then the saturated fusion systems on the 3-group S have been classified in
[DRV07]. We now focus on k ≥ 3.
Lemma 6.2. If k = 3 and |S| = pk+1 = p4 then S is isomorphic to a Sylow
p-subgroup of the group Sp4(p).
Proof. By Theorem A the group γ1(S) is elementary abelian, γ1(S) ∼= Cp ×
Cp × Cp. By assumption there exists a pearl E ∈ P(F). Let x ∈ E\γ1(S).
Then x has order p, [γ1(S), x] = γ2(S) and [γ2(S), x] = γ3(S) = Z(S). Let
1 6= z ∈ Z(S), u ∈ γ2(S)\Z(S) and v ∈ γ1(S)\γ2(S). Then B = {z, u, v} is
a basis for γ1(S) and with respect to B the element x acts on γ1(S) as the
matrix 1 1 00 1 1
0 0 1
 .
Thus S ∼= γ1(S) : 〈x〉 is isomorphic to a Sylow p-subgroup of the group
Sp4(p).
Lemma 6.3. Suppose k = 3, p = 7 and S has order 75. Then S is isomorphic
to the group listed in Magma as SmallGroup(7^5, 37), P(F) = P(F)a, F
is simple and there exists an abelian pearl E ∈ P(F)a such that
• EF is the unique F -conjugacy class of F -essential subgroups of S;
• AutF(E) ∼= SL2(7) and OutF(S) = NOutF (S)(E) ∼= C6.
If moreover we assume the classification of finite simple groups then F is
exotic.
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Proof. By Theorem A we get that P(F) = P(F)a, S has exponent 7 and
γ1(S) is not abelian. Note that by Theorem 2.4 and the fact that |S| = 75
we conclude γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S)). Using the computer software Magma, one
can show that the group P = SmallGroup(7^5, 37) is (up to isomorphism)
the unique group of order 75 having nilpotency class 4, exponent 7 and such
that the group CS(Z2(S)) is not abelian. Therefore S ∼= P .
Since |S| = 75, by Theorem 3.14 the group γ1(S) is not extraspecial and
so by Theorem 3.15(2) there exists a unique F -conjugacy class of pearls, say
EF for E ∈ P(F)a. Also Theorem 3.15(1) implies that AutF(E) ∼= SL2(7)
and OutF(S) = NOutF (S)(E) ∼= C6.
Aiming for a contradiction, suppose that the group γ1(S) is F -essential.
Since Φ(γ1(S)) = Z(S) < Z2(S) = Z(γ1(S)), by Theorem 1.10 we deduce
that O7′(OutF(γ1(S))) ∼= SL2(7) and OutF(γ1(S)) ≤ GL2(7)×GL1(7). Since
OutF(S) ∼= C6 and every morphism in NAutF (γ1(S))(AutS(γ1(S))) is the re-
striction of a morphism of AutF(S), we deduce that OutF(γ1(S)) ∼= SL2(p).
Take ϕλ ∈ ∆F(E). Then ϕλ|γ1(S) ∈ AutF(γ1(S)) and by Lemma 3.12 the
morphism ϕλ acts as
(
λ4 0
0 λ3
)
on γ1(S)/Z2(S). Such matrix has determinant
λ7 6≡ 1 mod p, contradicting the fact that OutF(γ1(S)) ∼= SL2(p). Thus the
group γ1(S) is not F -essential.
Suppose by contradiction that there exists an F -essential subgroup P ≤ S
that is not an F -pearl. Hence by Lemma 3.4 and the fact that γ1(S) is not
F -essential we get P < γ1(S). Thus Z(γ1(S)) = Z2(S) < P < γ1(S) and
so P ∼= C7 × C7 × C7. By Theorem 1.10 we also have [NS(P ) : P ] = 7,
so γ1(S) = NS(P ) and P 6= γ2(S). Take ϕλ ∈ ∆F(E). Then ϕγ acts on
γ1(S)/Z2(S) ∼= Cp × Cp and normalizes γ2(S)/Z2(S). By Maschke’s Theo-
rem ([Gor80, Theorem 3.3.2]) there exists a maximal subgroup T/Z2(S) of
γ1(S)/Z2(S) that is distinct from γ2(S)/Z2(S) and normalized by ϕγ. Note
that T = P g for some g ∈ S and T is F -essential by Theorem 1.10. Upon
replacing P with T , we may assume that P is normalized by ϕλ. In particular
ϕγ acts on P/Z2(S) as it does on γ1(S)/γ2(S). Note that every morphism
in NAutF (P )(AutS(P )) is the restriction of a morphism of AutF(S) and by
Theorem 1.10 we get that either OutF(P ) ∼= SL2(7) or OutF(P ) ∼= PSL2(7).
In particular ϕλ acts on P as a matrix having determinant 1 (modulo 7).
However this contradicts Lemma 3.12.
Thus all the F -essential subgroups of S are pearls. Hence by Corollary
4.4 we conclude that F is simple.
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Assume the classification of finite simple groups and suppose by contra-
diction that F is not exotic. Then by Theorem 4.3(2) there exists a finite
simple group G of Lie type that realizes F . In particular S is isomorphic
to a Sylow 7-subgroup of G. Since there is no simple group of Lie type in
defining characteristic 7 having a Sylow 7-subgroup of order 75 (see [GLS98,
Theorem 2.2.9 and Table 2.2]), we deduce that G is of cross-characteristic
7. Note that the group γ2(S) is elementary abelian of order 73. By [GLS98,
Theorem 4.10.3] the group γ2(S) has to be the unique elementary abelian
subgroup of order 73. However every maximal subgroup of γ1(S) containing
γ3(S) is elementary abelian of order 73, giving a contradiction. Therefore the
fusion system F is exotic.
Remark 6.4. It can be checked with the computer software Magma that the
group P = SmallGroup(7^5, 37) is isomorphic to a maximal subgroup of
a Sylow 7-subgroup of the group G2(7). Magma also enables us to show
that there exists an automorphism ϕ of P that normalizes a self-centralizing
subgroup E of P isomorphic to C7×C7 and acts on it as the matrix
(
3 0
0 5
)
.
By [BLO06, Proposition 5.1] the fusion system E determined by Inn(P )〈ϕ〉
and the subgroup of Aut(E) isomorphic to SL2(7) (containing ϕ) is saturated
(and E is an E-essential subgroup). This implies that the fusion system
described in Lemma 6.3 exists.
Lemma 6.5. Suppose k = 4, p = 7, S has order 76 and P(F) = P(F)e.
Then S is isomorphic to the group listed in Magma as SmallGroup(7^6,
813) and there exists a pearl E ∈ P(F)e such that EF is the unique F -
conjugacy class of F -essential subgroups of S. In particular O7(F) = Z(S).
Proof. Since P(F) = P(F)e, Theorem 3.14 implies that γ1(S) is not ex-
traspecial and γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S)). In particular by Theorem 2.6 we have
[γ2(S), γ2(S)] = [γ2(S), γ3(S)] ≤ γ6(S) = 1. So the group γ2(S) is abelian.
By Theorem A the group S has exponent 7. Hence γ2(S) is elementary
abelian. Theorem A also tells us that the group γ1(S) is not abelian.
Using the computer software Magma we can prove that the groups stored
as SmallGroup(7^6, 789) and SmallGroup(7^6, 813) are, up to isomor-
phism, the only groups of order 76 that have nilpotency class 5, exponent
7, elementary abelian derived subgroup and such that the centralizer of the
second center is not abelian. Thus either S ∼= SmallGroup(7^6, 789) or
S ∼= SmallGroup(7^6, 813).
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Using Magma we can determine the generators of the automorphism
group of the 7-group P = SmallGroup(7^6, 789). We find 6 generators
having order 7 and one having order 6. Also, all the generators of order 7 act
trivially on Z(P ) and the one of order 6 acts on Z(P ) as 5. In particular there
is no automorphism of P of order prime to 7 that acts trivially on Z(P ). Let
E ∈ P(F)e be an extraspecial pearl. Then by Lemma 3.11 every morphism
in ∆F(E) centralizes Z(S). If S ∼= P then ∆F(E) = ∅, a contradiction.
Thus we have S ∼= SmallGroup(7^6, 813). Note that we can check that
the automorphism group of SmallGroup(7^6, 813) contains an automor-
phism of order 6 centralizing the center.
We now show that EF is the only F -conjugacy class of F -essential sub-
groups. By Theorem 3.15(2), EF is the only F -conjugacy class of pearls.
Suppose the group γ1(S) is F -essential. Note that γ1(S) has rank 3 and
Theorem 1.10 and the fact that OutF(S) ∼= C6 (Theorem 3.15(1)) imply that
either OutF(γ1(S)) ∼= SL2(7) or OutF(γ1(S)) ∼= PSL2(7). Take ϕλ ∈ ∆F(E).
Then ϕλ acts on V/Φ(γ1(S)) as a matrix having determinant 1, where V ≤
γ1(S) is a subgroup of γ1(S) normalized by OutF(γ1(S)) (and so normal in
S). This contradicts Lemma 3.12. Hence the group γ1(S) is not F -essential.
Aiming for a contradiction, suppose that P ≤ S is an F -essential sub-
group that is not a pearl. Then by Lemma 3.4 and what we proved above we
get P < γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S)). In particular Z2(S) < P and so 73 ≤ |P | ≤ 74.
Note that Φ(γ1(S)) = Z2(S) = Z(γ1(S)) ≤ P , so P  γ1(S). By Theorems
1.10 and 1.12 either [NS(P ) : P ] = 7 or OutF(P ) involves PSL2(49), P has
rank 4 and [NS(P ) : P ] = 72. Since |γ1(S)| = 75 and γ1(S) ≤ NS(P ) we
get [γ1(S) : P ] ≤ 7. If P  S then every morphism in NAutF (P )(AutS(P ))
is the restriction of a morphism of AutF(S) and so we need [S : P ] = 7 and
P = γ1(S), a contradiction. Thus |P | = 74 and γ1(S) = NS(P ) (that im-
plies P 6= γ2(S)). Note that γ1(S) = Pγ2(S) and γ2(S) is abelian. If P is
abelian then [γ1(S) : Z(γ1(S))] = [γ1(S) : γ2(S) ∩ P ] = 72, contradicting the
fact that Z(γ1(S)) = Z2(S). So P is not abelian, and it follows that Φ(P ) 6= 1
and Φ(γ1(S)) = Z2(S) = Z(P ). Hence the group γ1(S) stabilizes the series
Φ(P ) < Z(P ) < P , contradicting Lemma 1.3.
Hence all the F -essential subgroups of S are pearls and by what we showed
above this implies that EF is the only F -conjugacy class of F -essential sub-
groups. In particular O7(F) = Z(S) = Z(E).
Lemma 6.6. Suppose k = 4, p = 5 and |S| = pn ≥ 56. Let P ≤ S be an F-
essential subgroup of S. Then either P is a pearl or P = γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S)).
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Proof. Since |S| ≥ 56, by Theorem 2.4 we have γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S)). Suppose
P is not a pearl. Then by Lemma 3.4 we have P ≤ γ1(S).
Aiming for a contradiction suppose that P < γ1(S). In particular γ1(S)
is not abelian. By Theorem 3.14, the group γ1(S) is not extraspecial. Since
P(F) 6= ∅, by Theorem 3.15(1) we have |OutF(S)| = 4.
By Theorem 1.12 we have [NS(P ) : P ] ≤ 52 and if [NS(P ) : P ] = 52
then the group OutF(P ) involves PSL2(25). Suppose P  S. Since P <
γ1(S) this implies P = γ2(S) and [S : γ2(S)] = 52. Also, every morphism in
NAutF (P )(AutS(P )) is the restriction of a morphism in AutF(S). However the
normalizer in PSL2(25) of a Sylow 5-subgroup contains an element of order
3, contradicting the fact that |AutF(S)| = 4 · 5n−1. Thus P 6= γ2(S) and P is
not normal in S. Also we get γ2(S)  P and by Lemma 5.2 we deduce that
56 ≤ |S| ≤ 58.
• Suppose |S| = 56. Then [γ1(S), γ1(S)] ≤ γ4(S) = Z2(S) ≤ Z(γ1(S)) ≤
P , so P is normal in γ1(S). If |P | = 53 then [γ1(S) : P ] = 52, contradict-
ing Theorem 1.10. Thus |P | = 54 and NS(P ) = γ1(S). Note that γ2(S)
has exponent 5 by Theorem 2.8 and [γ2(S), γ2(S)] = [γ2(S), γ3(S)] ≤
γ6(S) = 1. So γ2(S) is elementary abelian. The group γ1(S) stabilizes
the series 1 < Z2(S) = γ4(S) < P . Hence by Lemma 1.3 the group
Z2(S) is not normalized by AutF(P ). In particular Z2(S) < Z(P ) and
so P is abelian. We have γ1(S) = γ2(S)P , so Z(γ1(S)) = γ2(S) ∩ P
has order 53 and since Z(γ1(S))  S we deduce that Z(γ1(S)) = γ3(S).
Thus γ3(S) ≤ Ω1(P ). Since γ1(S) stabilizes the series 1 < γ3(S) < P ,
the group γ3(S) is not normalized by AutF(P ) and so P = Ω1(P ). Since
P is abelian we deduce that P has exponent 5 (and so γ1(S) = γ2(S)P
has exponent 5). Thus P is elementary abelian of order 54.
Set V = CP (O5
′(AutF(P ))). Then by Lemma 1.13 we get that P/V
is a natural SL2(5)-module for O5
′(OutF(P )) ∼= SL2(5). In particular
Z(S) = [γ1(S), γ1(S)]  V .
Let E ∈ P(F) be a pearl and let ϕλ ∈ ∆F(E). Lemma 3.12 and the fact
that Z(γ1(S)) = γ3(S) imply that ϕλ acts on γ1(S)/γ3(S) as
(
λ 0
0 1
)
,
and so E is abelian. Note that ϕλ normalizes the quotient γ1(S)/γ3(S)
and its maximal subgroup γ2(S)/γ3(S), so we may assume that it nor-
malizes P/γ3(S) and therefore P . Since Z(S)  V , the morphism
ϕλ acts on P/V as
(
λ 0
0 λ
)
. Thus ϕλ|P /∈ O5′(OutF(P )). Recall that
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OutF(S) = 〈ϕλ〉, so there are automorphisms in NO5′ (OutF (P ))(OutS(P ))
that are not restrictions of automorphisms of S (but they are re-
strictions of automorphisms of γ1(S) = NS(P )). By the Alperin-
Goldschmidt fusion theorem this implies that the group γ1(S) is F -
essential. The groups Z(S) = [γ1(S), γ1(S)] and γ3(S) = Z(γ1(S)) are
characteristic in γ1(S) and since P is fully normalized, the group γ2(S)
has to be normalized by AutF(γ1(S)). Since γ1(S) is F -essential, the
group O5′(OutF(γ1(S))) has a strongly 5-embedded subgroup and by
Lemma 1.3 none of the maximal subgroups of γ3(S)/Z(S) ∼= C5×C5 is
normalized by O5′(OutF(γ1(S))). Hence the group O5
′(OutF(γ1(S)))
involves SL2(5).
Set H = O5′(OutF(γ1(S))). Then H is isomorphic to a subgroup of
SL4(5) (Lemma 1.9) and satisfies the following:
– O5(H) = 1 (H has a strongly 5-embedded subgroup);
– H involves SL2(5);
– OutS(γ1(S)) ∈ Syl5(H) and |NH(OutS(γ1(S)))| ≤ 20 (because
every morphism in NOutF (γ1(S))(OutS(γ1(S))) is the restriction of
an automorphism of S and |OutF(S)| = 4).
Using the computer software Magma we conclude that H ∼= SL2(5) and
γ3(S)/Z(S) is a natural SL2(5)-module forH. In particular |NH(OutS(γ1(S)))| =
20 and so NH(OutS(γ1(S))) = NOutF (γ1(S))(OutS(γ1(S))). This implies
ϕλ|γ1(S) ∈ H. However ϕλ acts on γ3(S)/Z(S) as
(
λ3 0
0 λ2
)
, that has
determinant not congruent to 1 modulo 5 and gives a contradiction.
Therefore |S| 6= 56.
• Suppose that 57 ≤ |S| ≤ 58. Let l be the degree of commutativ-
ity of S. Then by Theorem 2.6 we have l ≥ 1. In particular by
Lemma 5.2 we get γ3(S) ≤ P . Since P is not normal in S we have
γ3(S) < P and so [γ1(S) : P ] = 5, that implies P  γ1(S). Note that
Ω1(γ1(S)) = Z4(S) ≤ γ3(S) ≤ P , so Ω1(γ1(S)) = Ω1(P ). The group
γ2(S) is not contained in P , normalizes P and stabilizes the series
Z(S) < Ω1(P ) = Z4(S) < P . We show that Z(S) ≤ Φ(P ) ≤ Z4(S),
contradicting Lemma 1.3. Note that either Z4(S) = γ3(S) or Z4(S) =
γ4(S). Since [γ1(S), γ1(S)] = [γ1(S), γ2(S)] ≤ γ4(S) we conclude that
P centralizes P/Z4(S). Also, by Lemma 2.8 we have γ1(S)5 = γ5(S) ≤
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Z4(S). So P 5 ≤ Z4(S) and Φ(P ) ≤ Z4(S). Suppose Z3(S) ≤ Z(P ).
Since Z3(S) ≤ Z(γ2(S)) and γ1(S) = γ2(S)P , we get Z3(S) ≤ Z(γ1(S)).
Thus Z3(S) ≤ Ω1(Z(P )) ≤ Ω1(P ) = Z4(S). Hence Ω1(Z(P )) is normal
in S. Since P is not normal in S we have γ1(S) = PP g for some g ∈ S
and Ω1(Z(γ1(S))) = Ω1(Z(P )) ∩ Ω1(Z(P g)) = Ω1(Z(P )). In particular
γ1(S) stabilizes the series Ω1(Z(P )) ≤ Z4(P ) = Ω1(P ) < P , contra-
dicting Lemma 1.3. Therefore Z3(S)  Z(P ) and so [Z3(S), E] = Z(S).
Thus Z(S) ≤ [E,E] ≤ Φ(E) ≤ Z4(S) and we reach a contradiction.
Proof of Theorem B. Suppose |S| = pk+1. Then by Theorem A the
group S has an elementary abelian maximal subgroup. Also, if k = 2 then
S ∼= p1+2+ and if k = 3 then by Lemma 6.2 the group S is isomorphic to a
Sylow p-subgroup of the group Sp4(p). Finally if k ≥ 3 then by Lemma 3.4
the group γ1(S) is the only candidate for an F -essential subgroup that is not
a pearl.
Suppose |S| 6= pk+1. Then by Lemmas 6.1, 6.3 and 6.5 one of the following
holds:
• (p, k) ∈ {(2, 3), (4, 5)}, γ1(S) = CS(Z2(S)) and the F -essential sub-
groups of S are given by [DRV07, Theorem 1.1] if p = 3 and by Lemma
6.6 if p = 5.
• k = 3, p = 7, S has order 75, S ∼= SmallGroup(7^5, 37), P(F) =
P(F)a and there exists an abelian pearl E ∈ P(F)a such that EF is
the unique F -conjugacy class of F -essential subgroup of S, AutF(E) ∼=
SL2(7), OutF(S) ∼= C6, F is simple and if we assume the classification
of finite simple groups then F is exotic.
• k = 4, p = 7, |S| = 76 and
– if P(F)a 6= ∅ then S is isomorphic to a Sylow 7-subgroup of the
group G2(7) and the F -essential subgroups of S are described in
[PS16, Theorem 4.2];
– if P(F) = P(F)e then S ∼= SmallGroup(7^6, 813) and there
exists a pearl E ∈ P(F)e such that EF is the unique F -conjugacy
class of F -essential subgroups of S. In particular O7(F) = Z(S).
Note that in this case S/Z(S) ∼= SmallGroup(7^5, 37), E/Z(S)
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is an abelian pearl for F/Z(S) and F/Z(S) is the unique saturated
fusion system defined on S/Z(S) and containing an abelian pearl.
Remark 6.7. As we mentioned in the introduction of this paper, the classifi-
cation of saturated fusion systems containing pearls on p-groups of sectional
rank p− 1 will be the subject of a forthcoming paper. For example, suppose
that F0 is a saturated fusion system on the 5-group X0 that has order 55 and
sectional rank 4 and suppose that F0 contains a pearl E. By Theorem A
the group X0 has a maximal subgroup that is elementary abelian. Suppose
there exists a tower of saturated fusion systems F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fn ⊂ . . .
defined on the 5-groups
X0 < X1 < · · · < Xn < . . .
such that for every i ≥ 0 the group E is a pearl of Fi and the 5-group Xi
has sectional rank 4 and is a maximal subgroup of Xi+1. Suppose moreover
that X1 does not have index 5 abelian subgroups. Then there are 5 candi-
dates for X1, namely the groups stored in Magma as SmallGroup(5^6,i)
for i ∈ {636, 639, 640, 641, 642}. Among these ones, only the group stored
as SmallGroup(5^6,636) is contained in a 5-group of maximal nilpotency
class and order 57 containing a pearl. In other words, there are 5 towers
of 5-groups containing X0 such that X1 does not have index 5 abelian sub-
groups and 4 of these have only two members: X0 < X1. Inspired by this
observation, we claim that typically a 5-group of sectional rank 4 containing
a pearl has an index 5 abelian subgroup and only a finite number of examples
deviates from such standard case.
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